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taken into custory in August last in
Mexico City, charged with being implicated in a plot to assassinate Provisional President Huerta. The police declared that a" fund was being
raised to' pay the assassin, and alleged
that) Mr. Blum was to be a subscriber.
He was, however, released later, hav.
ins denied the charge,
Rear Admiral Fletcher this afterOPI A
noon decided to transfer General Diaz
from the Wheeiling to one of the larg
er American war vessels, probably the
cruser Tacoma.
Maas Says It's Funny
General Gustavo Maas, commander
of the federal troops at Vera Cruz,
appeared today to be amused more
than provoked by the action of General Felix Diaz in taking refuge last
nigbt on board the Wheeling. The
federal commander insists that he
has no orders for the arrest of GenAIIPLE PRECEDENT1F0R ACTION Of CONSUL eral Diaz and that he has no orders
to protest against the action of the
Unitied States In affording asylum to
(Diaz.
General Maas says that Dial
Naval Regulations, However, Require Granting of the Right of might come ashore now without molestation. General Maas says that
Asylum Only in Stress of Circumstances Bryan's Orders as
Diaz should have been "courteous
to inform the war department
Authorize
State
enough
of
for
Protection
Persons
Any
Secretary
that he desired to live alxiard a for
in Mexico Who Have Cause for Fear Election
eign warship."
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MRS. HENNING COLLAPSES
Chicago, Oct.
Pam, be
fore whom Daniel Donahoe and Isaac
Sitefel are being tried on a charge of
conspiring to defame Clarence S.

m
,

GUARD

IS SENT TO
TRINIDAD

Funk, today ruled that Funk'B affida
vit regarding the collection of funds
TRIBUTION
to elect' William Lorimer to the Uni-ePOSSESSIONS
States senate was admissible.
UNDER THE GUISE OF PEACE
PRACTICALLY THE ENTIRE MILIThe affidavit first made its ap'
THEY MURDER A GUARD
TARY FORCE OF, THE STATE
pearance in the suit brought by John
ENDS
CRBSMXAMpATO
EMPLOYED BY MINES
IS CALLED OUT
C. Henning asking t25,000
damages
from Funk, whom he charged with
ACCUSED WIDOW OF DEAD ADTHEY
GAVE NO
WARNING alienating the affection of Mrs. Hen- CAVALRY
AND
ARTILLERY
MIRAL ON THE STAND FOR
ning.
Mrs. Henning collapsed again today
OVER 15 HOURS
OPEN FIRE UPON GROUP OF MEN while under
She INFANTRY WILL BE ASSISTED BY
lost consciousness,
and Judge Pam
EXPECTING A PEACEABLE
MOUNTED MEN AND POWPlymouth, Mass., Oct. 28. Mrs. Jenordered a recess taken. The recess
MEETING
ERFUL GUNS
nie May Eaton rt turned to the witlasted 40 minutes, at the end of I
ness stand tins uiouiiiig for another
which period the attending physicians
day of
TWO
WOUNDED reported that Mrs. Henning's condi MAY
CHILDREN
REGULARS
ASH
FOR
The defense rested at 2:30 p. in.
tion was due to exhaustion and that
The
gradually
she must have absolute rest for 48
brought Mi's. Eaton's story to the BATTLE AT TABASCO RESULTS
hours. She was excused and the in- IF STATE SOLDIERS ARE POWEROn
week of her husband's death.
IN INJURY TO HELPLESS
LESS, APPEAL WILL BE MADE
troduction
of new evidence begun, AsWednesday, March 5, two days before
TO THE GOVERNMENT
State's
Barnhart
sistant
Attorney
the admiral died, Mrs. Eaton went to
eviin
the
affidavit
Funk
placing
Medford
the
honje of her daughter,
:
v
Trinidad, Col., Oct. 28. The two dence.
Denver! Oct. 28. Mobilized in
Mrs. June Keyes, and at the same
A.
of
children
J.
a
machinist
Wooten,
time Mrs. Keyes visited the Eaton
six hours the commands
A CHRISTIAN TURKEY
home at Assinnipi. .lune returned to at Tabasco, were wounded, one in the
of the Colorado National guard began
Kansaa City, Mo., Oct. 28. A Chris moving toward the southern coal fields
Medford while her mother was there. arm and the other in the leg, accordThe illness, and death of the ad- ing to a report received at the sher- tian Turkey for one million Ameri- today, where martial law will be esmiral were described by Mrs. Eaton, iff's office. The camp was riddled can dollars; that was the substance tablished in compliance with proclaSeems to Have Failed Utterly in Restoring a
of an address by Dr. Charles Tracy,
who contradicted portions of the testi- with bullets.
mations,
Precedent Approves the Incident'
a Hastings president of the Anatolio College of Adjutant General Chase announced
Semblance of Peace in Sister Republic
Alexander,
Angus
mony of her daughter, Dorothy, DisWashington, Oct. 28. The gunboat trict Attorney Barker fried repeated- guard, was killed1 during the fight Turkey, before the American board that he expected the first troop train
Alexander and four of commissioners for foreign missions tq leave Denver before 10 o'clock this
Wheeling, because of her light draft, ly to make Mrs. Eaton remember hav- - this- morning.
has been held at Vera Cruz with the ling ordered" Dorothy .to retire early companions were crossing the divide here today. The board is holding Its
morning.
Vera Cruz, Oct. 28. General Felix the Wheeling and put them on board
with the Nationsingle purpose of affording refuge to on the two night's h&or Admiral between Hastings and Berwind when session in connection
Company A, Second regiment (' ') a
'
Diaz, Jose Sandoval and Cecilio Ocon The delw'Vf;& in front of the hve'
as well as officials Eaton died. Mrs. "jiatv c!inlly; said they met a party of 12 s'trikers wear- al Council of Congregational
oraro .National iuai'di "'witri"rye lull
;o political fugitives
today are aboard the American, gun- and .xboivc tb- streets still
'
of the American embassy or other she might have &on"Ad
ing white bands on their arms. When
:
V. A. lavja in ;1
boat Wheeling, having sought refuge watching the place rong after dayan my
Americans or foreigners who might; "But I don't admi ,'r : Us Md. : about 75 yards distant the strikers
0
pv-.of the American authorities.
light.
you
and opened fire. MacDonald
be in distress. The Wheeling was
Mrs. Eaton dw;:i
limn
V ,:: it.
Consul lAjl;:nm W. Canada had not
The inct that General Diaz and two
unty by uos-Jfoil dead at .the first volley.
it
ii
of his .supporters were refugees oil mroi'mcj inc Mexican authorities tin
affected."
T!Q. other
v"lc: Uxiu.
r
f
i r n
ii ie to
5li:H.viii u fi
ooarrt the 'Wheeling was not discov- to t' o'i",cl tin. mc'Duii- - ot the 1 lit 1
ve prescribed a7itl'-- -i
soon(
n
or
i
home
liuef'
Li
lie
fta
im;ht ac-- ;
loft'-rered by
to
sent
Vr;;;; jv- fetitj'r't.c tin of Gmtoral I)i'i:- dun'ar
die
Victor--;
, J and grateful
local
offices
of
the
s
Flet-;lhwhich
e
admiral death,
purported
the authorities ' ordered the re- t batilesmips under Rear Admiral 1
Indicate that it is
111
American Fuel company., - The body
C!l,
Un.T
Tw,,.
rt l.n
ftlin,.',.s
l,,.lfVI
m
"
"cl
"
uu"S"u w,
"a,
place after midnight, the three men moval of the detectives, who remain- aiKhpr v,',u'",uu
but must be used oosi mile out
timony at uoon' aIter llaviug been oa of Alexander is still lying on the fop
shortly after
cd Kuaraiur the deserted rooms of the
an
over
excursion
of
the
risk
""NfiC a recurrence.
of the hill, and the posse of deputies
taking
15 hours,
Offlcials here say there is no ques-.th- e
stand
of
hours
ninp
MURDERER SAYS HE ALONE CON- - son, Top oka
the roof tops, which were guarded notej
has
out
'
it
to
into
gone
camp,
cross-exabring
inaficials promised topve th"t
The action o: the' American consul tion whatever of the right of a naval which was spent in
DUCTED
COUNTERFEITING
by armed men, into the American
commander to extend asylum to such tion.
of way, and It termed
right
in
in
Diaz
his
assisting (ueral
OPERATIONS
flight
consulate.
&Q
A Three Hours' Battle
as mere nave Deen
that
these
!'a '"B1118
troops would reach TiFrom
vim,
had
received
the
of
the
prior
approval
His Life in Peril
hQ water
man
to
2
such
ac
Precedents
o'clock
this
afternoon.
support
28.
by
After
throe
Oct,
Colo.,
Trinidad,
New York, Oct. 28. Hans Schmidt,
It was late last evening when Gen- government at Washington. Consul
Second regiment companies iromrollg
hours' hot fighting in the canyons sure
priest, and confessed slayer
eral Felix Diaz became convinced of Canada signalled to the Wheeiling for jtlon-'
of
Guarded
tor,
Montrose, Delta and Denver we!JaI'y Right
the
A81,""1
rounding
mining properties at
of Anna Aumuller, took full responin CONGRESS
the advisability of seeking American the boat to be sent ashore after Diaz
"juiv
voirto join the regiment laser.
in
of
Tobas-cTne
tne
States
United
had
policy
his
and
made
the
into
Hasting,
Berwind,
way
consulate
sibility today for the counterfeiting
ne
protection. He went from his hotel
was
some
There
recent
delay experience!
a lull in the battle was caused operations for which his associate
years has been to guard very
to the United States' consulate and building.
In getting the troop trains from DenWere to Have Been Shot
jealously the extension of the right
Washington, Oct. 28. Senate: Not by lack of ammunition on the part of "Doctor" Ernest KTiiret ij on trial.
Informed Consul William W. Canada
ver under way which will carry the
of
and
been
'
its
efforts
have
strikers
and
Diaz
mine
the
asylum,
and
General
his
I
guards.
made
did
"I
in
'meets
the money.
companions,
it,"
session;
Thursday.
he had received information that his
First
regiment to the strike zone. At
re
directed
once
re-One
toward
to
striker is known
on board the Wheeling, soon
1
have been he yelled from the witness chair. "It's
generally
greatly
Banking committee continued work
life was In peril. He told the consul
1Q:45 o'clock this train was still in
one
At
resuch
time
their
and
covered
rights.
but
this
striding
injured,
composure,
it,on currency reform In executive ses- seriously
conflicting
no person's business why I did it.
that a number of his adherents had
ports are received here concerning That is between God and me. Muret the yards awaiting the arrival of the
morning reiterated their belief that was proposed to secure an interna-- ; ei0n
been put In Jail.
were to have been shot today, itional agreement abrogating the right
the fatalities among the mine guards. refused to help me. I bought ' the arsenal train from the state rife
House: Met at noon. .;
General Diaz was accompanied to they
'
range near Golden. Adjutant General
to
In
but
Are
Maderos
Prison
political
asylum,
,ot
refugees,
Hobson
a
Reports have it that none was injured, whole equipment."
Representative
proposed
the consulate by (Jose Sandoval and
Chase was to leave with tha first
did
.
movement
The
that
Evaristo
not
15
and
succeed.
rela-'Daniel Madero,
mine guards
constitutional amendment to prohibit and others say that
Schmidt is soon to be tried on the
Cecilio Ocon, who also requested pro
train carrying Denver Companies A, B
Uvea of the late, president, who were latest position of the government as the manufacture and sale of alcohol were killed. Because of lack of wire murder
he
charge. His defense will
tection for themselves.
and I, infantry, Troops B, C. and D.
at Mterey for complicity now applied to the situation at Vera In the United States.
communication no accurate .informa- Insanity.
The American consul took steps
and Batteries A and B, light
cauruz
a
to
in
over
to
nand
is
Kear
mine
to
netcner
the
Admiral
the
relative
oy
the
tion
piot
guards'
Representative Gillett proposed a
city
"Muret had' nothing to do with my cavalry,
have the refugees transferred on
artillery.
and brought by way of Tam laid down in the naval regulations as constitutional amendment to prohibit sualties can be had at this time.
murder of Anna Aumuller," continued
board the gunboat Wheeling, which rebels,
!"
Other companies of the First regipico to this city, have arrived here follows:
of
William
to
A
J.
Murray,
report
polygamy.
the former priest. "He never met ment of
in
three
.The
the
harbor.
was lying
on a Mexican gunboat and have be-- n
infantry from Ault, Greeley,
."The
of
for
12:40
Fuel
without
the
at
political
asylum
company,
right
Adjourned
p. m.,
her. I murdered her."
Mexican fugitives and Alexander WilFort Collins, Durango, Fort
Windsor,
in
the
or other refugees has no foundation a quorum, to noon Wednesday.
lodged
prison of San Juan.
from the captain of guards at Hast
The witness said that in order to
liams, an American newspaper man,
Brush
and Longmont were on
Morgan,
Men
law.
howin
are
In
international
at
Prominent
mine
that
described
battle
the
countries,
ings
conceal from his friend Muret the the move to
were taken toi a small boat and hurthe regiment at the
join
The two Mexicans who sought re- - ever, where frequent insurrections
,are out of Mexican territory, may be as follows:
minf orfplf ln? ho!
funt tKof Vta wns
ried on board the American warship,
coal camps.
General
constant
with
Diaz
on
Felix
of
Tobasco
govboard cur, and
instability
isolved, in the opinion of officials
did much of his work in the vestry
"Firing at Berwind and
where they were given accommodaA threat to call upog the United
the United States gunboat Wheeling '?rnment exists, usage sanctions the here, by permitting them to take pas- started at 5 o'clock. We held our po- of St. Josep"- - '3 Catholic church, where
tions.
States
government tor regular troops
last
night have played prominent granting of asylum, but even in the sage for some other land on a for- - sition at the gate all night. When he was a pi lest.
General Diaz, witn Jose Sa.ndoval
to help keep order in the coal strike
in
such
Mexican
waters
officers
to
of
went
we
parts
Cecilio
the
started
countries,
politics.
eign ship. They probably will not the shooting
After Schmidt testified, both sides zone is contained in a statement isand Cecilio Ocon, dropped over a low
was charged on May 24, 1913, should refuse all applications for asy- - be
permitted to remain on American hills on the south side of the camp. rested and counsel began summing sued
wnii nn.-- made their way Into one of 0con
In the Mexican chamber of
today by Governor E. M. Amdeputies, lum except when required by the
warships. The fact, however, that We met a negro at the mouth of the up.
the rear rooms of the consulate.
The governor declares that
nions.
by Puerida Moheno, now minister of terests of humanity in extreme or
Marshal
Diaz is still an officer in the Mexican canyon who reported that
they arrived inside the room
he
declared
martial law and called out
forelSn
affairs, with being "the ac- ceptional cases, such as the pursuit army, or might be liable to arrest on Robson and his men were ambushed
that Consul William W.
the Colorado National guard only after
murderer
of
a
must
Officers
a
mob.
Gustavo
of
took
Madero."
there
suffer-by
We
a
refugee
"
j
flOW exhausting every means of
BODIES
warrant, might complicate the
Canada be called. Apparently
by about 75 strikers.
peaceful
denunciation was made in
t
directly or indirectly invite
should he eventually take a position on the hill to the left of
from great excitement they
settlement
nection
to
with
a
demand
an
we
for
accept asylum.'
appro- fugees
passage on a commercial ship lylnd the searchlight, and did the best
sured him when he came that their
REACH TOTAL OF ISO The governor's statement follows
John Lind, President Wilson's per- - in a Mexican port.
;
H vpa were in immediate danger. They .Priation of ?15,000 to be paid to Ocon
could to keep off strikers, who were
'.
in full:
sonal
services
rendered to the govrepresentative at Vera Cruz,
entrenched at the mouth of the can-NHuerta Makes no Protest
declared they had knowledge that
'
"
"Everything in my power was done
had been instructed to offer asylum
T
protest was heard today from yon to the south.
ders tor their arrest had been Issued jernment"
EN- by me before I ordered1 out the militia
HELMETED
WORKERS
STILL
y
Jose Honales Sandoval, the other to any citizen of Mexico, or any
Huerta against the extension of asy- "The strikers swarmed over the
and they begged for his protection.
and declared martial law.
GAGED IN WORK AT THE
fugitive, was an attorney in Mexico eigner who might be in danger. Act-I- lum to Diaz. There was some dis-- j hills by the hundreds. When the
Took a Risk
"All day yesterday and tin til late
DAWSON
MINE
and an adherent of the late Gen- - ing under such instructions, Mr. Lind
to: lng ceased at Berwind, we were
in the state department
reply Consul Canada pointed tolcify
Jast night I labored with both skies
one
sec--;
at
Bernardo
time
Reyes,
might have greater freedom of action
Win waterfront some 200 yards
the real necesity for refuge, nelled to refreat from hill to hill,
Dawson, N. M., Oct 25 Government to get them to agree to surrender
retary of war, who was shot while than a naval officer bound by regula- - but it was believed no objection but it got so hot that we could not and
tant:
company men today continued their arms peaceably, and assured
would be made by Huerta, and the stay any longer.- We retreated to the
"There's a launch there," he said. leading the rebels toward the nation- tions.
their eonreh for 62 bodies still un- - them that I would give them ample
al
Gen-Officials
the
of
made
attack,
palace during
j
here, however, have
Diaz party will be free to transport town (Hastings) in a hail of bullets,
"You'd better make a run for It."
m tlio stag Canon Fuel com-- , protection.
I endeavored to have
it plain within the last few days that to a liner for Havana or some north-- ' None of the bunch was injured. The round
The fugitives hesitated for some eral Diaz in February, this year.
No. 2, where an explosion them agree to obey the laws and flie
mine
pany
was
Sandoval
on
March
arrested
2, they were prepared to give refuge to era
time to make the venture, as the
port.
gatling gun was out of commission last Wednesday entombed 254 men statutes. My Propositions were famstreet in front of the American con- 1912, in Mexico City, charged with Diaz, for Secretary Bryan, in response Reply to the inquiry of Rear Admir- on account of the snow."
and two rescuers were killed. This ed down. Finn'!? I told he operator;?
sulate was patrolled by detectives. rebellion, when he came there with to a direct question; recently declar- al Fletcher as to the disposition of
Marshal Robson and his guards are morning a total of SO bodies had and the minei-- that nut
uie M inWhen they finally left the door of the what purported to be an autograph ed that the American government Diaz and his friends was delayed, but reported safe in Hastings. The camps been brought to tho surface. Last
me
for
li: U
do;
consulate the detectives on duty ap- letter to President Madero from Ma- would give asylum to Diaz or any oth- there was no reason to doubt that of Delagua and Hastings were badly night 12 bodies were located.
roufif be male to eivp p u,
gnus,
parently did not recognize them, and jor Cuartes Haadorn of the United er person in danger who askevd for it. the answer would be along the gen- demolished, according to reports, but
Rescuers today hpd explored all peaceably if poK.'ihln
Slates
the
bearer
It
was
that
out
army,
the
had
stating
that
former eral lines of the policy adopted in far a3 is known none of the residents the east chambers and 17 of the IK ess,"
pointed
they walked deliberately through
street' to the pier, where they pre- and many followers of Reyes in the President Madero taken refuge in the such cases. That Is to spy, the refu- of" the camps was injured.
west chambers..
"Tfia troops u,;; ea )rtn f,.o ?: j
Admiral
sented a card from Consul Canada to United States and Cuba desired to re- American embassy In Mexico CJ';y he gees may remain aboard
An attempt by the strikers to exThe body of General Superintendent and r
n - v l
,
the officer In command of the launch. turn to Mexico City and resume their would have been protected.
Fletcher's vessels until they can be plode dynamite In Tabasco was a fail- William McDermott was sent yeslei-- rirnw and am U'l
' n
i a
Diaz May be Arrested
.
The American naval officer hur- vocations.
sent away to some safe place. Mean- ure, according to a report from the day to Trinidad, Col., for httrial.
f,
it..
m,
L. Blum, the American horseman
The problem of what to do with
ried them aboard,'- the launch cast off,
tv lo-'iWork in .the mine ?ontinitd with
local C..F. and 1.
'
eteam'Si fji'.ietiy Ftross the harbor to arrested yesterday In Vera Cruz, was Diaz an3 hia party, now that they
....
a
was rolled down
sleep incline to- well organized precision.
(Continued on Page Four)'
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TWO
per cent increase in its assessed
valuation and come out at the end
of the year with a credit balance. An
arbitrary raise of 50 per cent is some
thing we simply cannot stand. Every
owner of a printing plant in this state
will confirm this statement.
"This is cited merely as an instance
and because we Jiappen to know
about it definitely. Doubtless there
are many other lines of business affected by this increase which are in
the same position. There is no desire to rind fault with the state board
of equalization. Undoubtedly the state
needs money. It must have it to keep
eoinsr. But it does seem, in all kind
ness and fairness, that there should
have been some very careful and
investigation by this
painstaking
board and by the "state officials before
these raises were made. It does seem
that fairness and justice would demand a thorough etuay of the conditionsand then a complete rewriting
of the tax legislation, of this state, by
which our system may be modernized
and justified and made fair."
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memory for faces, but there are few
men with such unusual qualifications
and
the underworld has a tremendous
ESTABLISHED 1879.
population that seems to gorw with
each generation.
A
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Published By
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American Bertillon. He
man,
THE' OPTIC PUBLISHING
has taught New York's seven hundred
(Incorporated.)
FUN
and more detectives how to pick a
face out of the crowd by modern,
EDITOR
M. M. PADGETT
scientific methods. The 'bull,' as the
New York detective is known to the DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE OFFERS
UNUSUALLY
crooks, does not depend upon a photo
GOOD
ATTRAC
TION NEXT MONTH ,
graph. If the crook he is after has
ever been In the hands of Faurot's
That the tastes of the arge army
headquarters men his Bertillon rec
Entered st the postoffice at East
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n
New Merico, for
Las
kinds of human nose, 'vexe, rect, or are leaning more and more toward
through the HUted States
cave,' as Bertillon classified them. If plays of farcical nature, is the belief
nails is tecond class waiter.
he has a concave nose, say, then his of nearly every firm of theatrical prosearch is confined to faces showing ducers. The public wants to be amus
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
that particular form of feature. All ed rather than Instructed, Is the way
Dally, by Carrier
the others are eliminated. Then they figure, the situation, 'and the
05
Per Copy
there are only four kinds of human present season would seem to bear
JB
One Week
ears, the triangular, oval, square and out tils assertion. Take the hits of
65
One Month
round. Say his crook has an oval the New York stage during the past
7.50
One Year
ear. This eliminates all those who season. Ninety per cent of them
Dally, by Mall
have ears of the other sort and were musical farces, comedy dramas,
o
One Year
brings his field down to those who straight farces or musical plays, all
8.00
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over
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is divided sented here at the Duncan
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check
Remit by draft,
opera
and alarm at his action in the surely. The human face
regret
der. If sent otherwise we will not matter. The bill repeals, by the vic into 27 sections and in "each section house November 17 is found a farce
ke responsitle for loss.
ious process of a "rider," all the pro-- the Bertillon chart will show its pe- that contains all these desirable at,
eliminaon
of
The
appllca-culiarities.
free
process
tributes. It was written by Augustin
Specimen copies
vislona of the act of 1883 and of an
will gradually exclude every hu- MacHugh, an author heretofore unUOB.
subsequent civil service reform acts, tion
so far as they may relate to the ap- man being but this one man, using known to fame as a playwright. That,
,
AT pointment or removal of deputy mar- the calculus of probabilities. Finally however, need not count against Mr.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
comes to the aid of
nature
herself
A man need not be the
to
are
bond
who
shals'
TIME
MacHugh.
give
required
THE EXPIRATION OF
for the faithful performance of their the detective with the finger prints, author of a long string of hits to be
PAID FOR
of us one able to
duty. That the president has power for she has given to each
produce one more. It's the
never first one that counts. After that he
Individual
that
certain
stamp
of his own motion, to
nevertheless,
Advertisers are guaranteed the
place all or any part of these offices changes and that cannot be changede may add to this string as fast as he
the rings 'islands, whorls and para-bola- is able to turn them out. Get them
largest daily and weekly circulation under the protection of the merit sysf any newspaper in northern New tem rules is true enough; but the eonr
to be found on the inner cuti- produced too, If he first writes one
Mexico.
tlnuance of the eystem ought not to cle of the digits.
success.
"Chatting with him one day in the
be dependent upon the good will of
"Officer 666" Is an odd title. The
the president for the time being. identification bureau, the writer, who title of the play constitutes 50 per
TELEPHONES
crimcent of its attractiveness. One of the
....Main 2 "There Is no danger," says Mr. Wil- has had years of experience as a
Business Oi'iie
had first problems that
found
Faurot
inal
that
will
reporter,
...Main 9 son, "that the spoils principle
George M. Cohan
"ws Department
creep In with my approval or conniv- taken his finger prints surreptitious- seeks to solve when he has a play
ance;" but a merely personal guaran- ly. The Interviewer had placed his idea Is an attractive title, and few
;i!AY, OCTOBER 28, 1913
tee is far from adequate compensation hand on a blank- sheet of white paper men in this branch of human endesk. deavor have been more successful In
for a backward step takea In the law on the detective captain's
Itself. And over and' above the im- Faurot sprinkled the white sheet with their selections than has this famous
EXPLANATION IS IN ORDER mediate mischief there is the evil of charcoal dustNand then by shifting the
young author.
charcoal dust carefully from side to
the precedent New York Post.
From various parts of the state, as
l-o
side brought out the finger prints made
Women Need Health
announcement of the results of
the moist cuticle.
and Strength
by
"4at Eeftlons of the board of USING HETTEIJ MATERIAL
a
wom"Silverware, glassware, safe tum- an The work a.
inn ftes
constant call in hfr
received, there is aris- ""is
" crotest. For, be it Whajiver may be the effect of the blers, furniture and all minerals and ptrersh cnrtyvitality. and sickness
nr
metals which to the eye of the aver
kidneys and blari
I'd lias ordered radical moving jiipture show upon the. concoinjo Hirowift-man bear no trace of the mess- dpr foftner
she knows. Foley
age
sed valuations in temporary theater; the most recent
age sometimes hold for weeks the Kidey il'ills
yfiiyjgorate a$d .re
developments in the "film drama" record of the hand that last touch- store her, ."and weak back, nervousness, aching joints and irregular bladj Herald expresses seem fo flavor the book market. Na- ed them."
der ac'ion will all disappear when
,id asks, with good ture presumably is being exhausted
Foley Kidnev Pills are used. O. G
jiafe board of equal-- ' by the cinematograph, man. and con
Schaefer and Red Cross Drue Store
Curious Facta About Hair
the buke City just temporary! istory is not moving fast
Adv.
A few strands of human hair may
, a
Z?. ' In San Miguel enough for the "movies." The novelat times have a very powerful influy.'o assessjii valuations have ists are. now being called upon to supence in deciding a criminal trial.
an.
ed to
unexpectedly high ply the ravening demand. It began
(
Placed safely In a glass receptacle,
with that red blooded adi higher, It Is declared, than that apparently
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
stuthese
hairs
been
have
carefully
venture story, the "Odyssey," and aldied by experts, and made to throw
other counties. For this ready we have "Quo Vadis"and
what is often a new lisht on some
lament of Bernalillo counilson
and Thomas Hardy's
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 28. The Bitcase.
puzzling
voiced
the
is
which
by
Ilerald, "Tess," and the promise of Jack Lonty,
ter
Creek Lake club is a new organithe
be
fact
mighty
Although
hardly
doubtless will be read with Interest don. Some of the choicest things in
well- - zation just perfected in the city for
are
there
and
clear
suspected,
of
Here
this
fiction are hardly capable of being
county.
by every resident,
thrown on the screen. The emphasis defined distinctions between the chief the promotion of duck hunting sport,
it is:
"The announcement of radical in- will, of course, be on the melodra- hairs of men and women. Apart says the Roswell Record. The club
creases in assessed valuations of all matic and the spectacular. But a from their individual lengths, which already has 23 members, including
classes of property, all along the line great, deal Of excellent melodrama provide a rather unreliable clue to many of the best shots in this vicinso extensive as to force the assess- may be extracted from the standard their respective origins, they possess ity.
The cluto was organized principally
structural features of a very conspihis en- novels; and even the second-rater- s
or of this county to
the efforts of George B. Jew-et- t
cuous
...
character.
through
come
rolls
as
assessment
a
has
are an improvement on the ordinary
tire
and has for its object the better- Each hair commences its life in a
eurprise, not to say a shock, to the reading of moving picture audiences.
or follicle, of the skin, ing of conditions for duck hunting on
iwoperty owners of Albuquerque. We The point Is that the cinematograph minute pit,,
dO not, as yet, unrerstand where we scenario may awaken ai Interest in and has a tip that is gradually push- Bitter Creek lake, ten miles northeast
are 'at' and It would be a favor to the book from which it is drawn. If ed upward by the development of of the city Tle club plans to at art
d
Nick Carter audiences are attracted tiny cells in the bulb or root. Oil work at once erecting a hunting lodge
the patient taxpayers of this
city If the state board of equal- towards "The Three Musketeers" glands at the side of the latter supply for the accommodation of its mem
the hair with grease, so that when bers. Several bunks will be install
ization would explain to us in detail there is a distinct gain.
one is pulled out It appears as a ed, cooking utensils left there, and
did
what
and
it
it
why
tliey
just
ball of fatty
substance. However everything made convenient for memmean8.
long a hair may be, its free, or most bers who may not want to carry such
"It Is understood, of course, that
distant, end is the oldest, because it supplies with them every time .they
similar Increases have been made in
CURRENT MAGAZINES
is in and around the neck of the bulb go out
vu'"ations in other counties and that f
cells
Postal
new
are added, and therethat
Hearing On
this county has not been singled out.
The hearing of the complaint of the
fore push out the already finished
no desire to do any InjusThe- .Postal Telegraph and Cable company
tice to He state officials who consti- Faurot The Famous Detective Who length.
Caught Hans Schmidt
Haira are solid, and not tubular, against the Mountain" States Teletute the hoard, but ic does seem that
In the "Interesting
People" depart- consisting of a core which is often phone and Telegraph company ia on
some ,' ihese increases are an Inment in the November American darker than the remainder of and
today in the senate chamber before
justice.
is paying about nine Magazine appears an entertaining ac- an outer adherent shellwhose surface the state corporation commission.
"Alfcuq:?
per cent of count of Joseph A. Faurot, chief of is densely clothed with flat, thin Representing the Postal there are W.
hi.ndre;! t,:;d ninety-ninAl- the New York City detective force, cells, or scales,
Bernalillo
county.
of
ta::e3
the
lying over one an- C. Black of Denver, superintendent, J.
most every class of property In this and a scientific hunter of criminals. other in an upward direction. The S. Creegan, manager at Albuquerque,
from 10 to 100 per Faurot is the detective who recently formation, seen plainer In a grey and Attorney H. S. Bowman of this
town is ra'-- l
cent. Yet we hear nothing of any caught Hans Schmidt,' the New York hair. Is not unlike that of the skin city. Those appearing for the Moun- increases in land values outside the priest who murdered a girl, dismem- of a snake's body, except that the
bered her body, and threw the parts scales are more irregular In shape.
the microscope will ' readily distinroperty which has
city limits-wathe
into
Hudson
river.
The
of
these depressed scales, guish the difference.
to go all but free
edges
Following is
been 5
an extract from the article:
when seen in profile along the
If we forcibly remove a hair from
of taxation
n
the head of a man and magnify it,
"A 20
nt increase is ordered ''For the first time in its history "sides" of the hair,1 present a
appearance if sufficient mag- we find that the outer extremity is
real pro rty in Albuquerque; a the New York detective force found
-Tease on almost all itself with a real, scientific criminal nification is used.
blunt, while the general formation Is
50 per cent
'
Colors are due to amalgamated yet smooth and clear of exterior partiial property, such as hunter as its chief when Detective
classes or pi
Upon similarly
watches, jewelry, musical Instruments Captain Joseph A. Faurot was made separate atoms of pigment deposited cles except dust.
and jniion'.o; ;!es. A 50 per cent in- acting inspector during the graft re in the cells Just beneath the surface magnifying the hair of a woman we
velations which came on the heels of of the hair. In bleachin?, the chemic- learn that it tapers gradually to a
on printing plants.
crease if. rrd--rethe
murderer of the gambler Rosen al would pass 'underneath the scales point, which is usually split up in a
home
to
increase
la
gets
'fHs iff
and react upon these specks of nat brush-lik- e
, j,. .
r.f is: who are Interested in thal.
style. From the outside
"In days gone by the detective arm ural paint.
and
their
operation,
there also project, at various spots,
pr:'nt'i!r plnnts
not the cause for ask-in- f of the city's police system depended We may look as closely as possible transparent prickles, due no doubt to
although i
about on such men as W. P. Sheridan, the with the naked eye at the hairs of a the luxuriance occasioned by
for fi'rther information
'Man with the Camera Eye,' as he man and woman side by side, hut
with the growth. From
these T".ii'-- .
in was
to identify crooks. Sheri- - it is quite impossible to notice any
"Tii'Te in not a printing pip-n-t
"Accusing Hair" In the Novomber
o today which cim fctand a (dan Lad a wonderful eye and a freak difference between their points; yet Strand.

28, 1913.
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BOY'S SUITS

PLAY FILLED

soft-spoke- n

We are showing a large and excellent variety of Boy's Suits in
fancy mixtures, Serges and Corduroys. These come in Norfolk and double
breasted models, some with two, and some with one, pairs of Knickerbocker Pants "Adamant" Suits, the highest perfection in Boy's Suits,
are especially well made and designed for hard wear yet are stylish and
attractive in appearance. The pants to these Suits are lined throughout.

WITH

CORDUROY SUITS

.

$3.50 to CG.SO

WILSON BROS. SHIRTS

FOR MEN

IN NEW PATTERNS

Comes in a good variety of weights and
qualities separate garments or union suits
in either wool or cotton. The most perfect fitting and satisfactory undergarment
made. Union suits made with closed crotch

- We have just received a
large and attractive line of these popular Shirts in new
and desirable patterns. Fast colors and
perfect fitting, they are the most desirable
Shirts on the market today.

$1.25tv05.OO

7.00 to 03.58
All the Newest Styles
V

W00LTEX

FRANKEL

7

SUITS FQR

SUITS FOR

ScJOft

WOMEN
EatAblislipd

MEN

South SidoPlaja

1&62

ss

.

-

Home-Keepln-

g

home-keepin-

th-v- i

--

,

j

IM3NTISTS
DR. F. B. HUXMANN

Dentist
Denial work of any description ai

moderate prices
Center Block, Tel Main
East Las Vegas, New Mexico

(loom

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE

AAD

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

HERMAN

429 GRAND AVE.

k
FURNITURE ANO
HOUSEHOLD GOODS
BOUGHT AMD SOLD

ROMERO & RUDULPH
121 0 National Ave.

sharpen your appetite,
strengthen
your digestion and give you a relish
for your meals., For sale by all dealers.

me

Adv.

MERCHANTS

The changeable weather of early
fall brings on coughs and colds that
have a weakening effect on the system, and may become chronic. Use
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
It has a very soothing and healing effect on the irritated and Inflamed air
passages, and will help very quickly.
It is a well known family medicine
that gives results. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.

CAFE

The Best Place to Eat
Breakfast, Dinner or Supper
in Las Vegas

C. C. CLAYTON,
prop
51 7 DOUGLAS

AVE.

Next to Postal Telegraph Office

Subscribe for The Optic.

CAPITAL PAID IN
SURPLUS
$100,000.00

150,000.00

r

T!
I

M.

I

I

..yy

ill

(UmnlnKham. PrpBlilnt

l.

Frank Springer.

K.

LAS

V

T. Hosklns, CashiM
Lewis. Ass't Cash

S

EOAS

Interest Pa.id On Time Deposits

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

d

p"-o-

,v.--

CAPITAL STOCK

j

,
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Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.

Do You Dread Your Meals?
Your food does you little good when
fice.
you have no desire for it, when you
Land Company Incorporates
dread meal time. What you need is
The Playas Valley Land company Chamberlain's Tablets.
They will
filed incorporation papers
with the

state corporation commission yester
day. The local agent for the company
share; Milton McWhorter, Playas, N.
N. M. The company is
incorporated
for $500,000, divided into 100 shares.
The new concern starts business with
12,200 subscribed by the following:
Shirley C. Ward, Los Angeles, 20
shares; Vigil Moore, Los Angeles, 1
share; Milton McWhorter, Plaays, N.
M., 1 share. The' directors are Shir-el-y
C. Ward, E. T. Earl, E. R. W.
Frost and J- - P. Chandler of Los An- geles, and Milton McWhorter of

1,

Professional Health Culture for Ladle
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure, Chiropody.

game bag at the time of his arrest.
Further particulars have not been re
ceived at the state game warden's of

e

d

Subscribe for The Optic.

New Incorporation
tain States are S. B. Leonard and F.
E. CoBgrove, Inc., is the tile of a
F. Walpole of Denver, D. D. Clark, district manager from El Paso, J. B. Rey new corporation filed with the state
nolds, district manager at Albuquer corporation joonimisellon. This conque, local manager Delvin and S. B. cern will take over the E. Cosgrove
Davis, Jr., of Las Begas, New Mexico. store at Silver City. Henry Gietz, of
attorney for the company. Ira Grim Silver City Is the agent. The capital
divided into $1.00
shaw, assistant attorney general, is stock is $25,000,
the attorney for the commission. Dis shares. The company starts business
crimination is charged in rates charg- with $15,000 subscribed, held by Cena
and
ed by the telephone company to the Cosgrove,
Maude A. Cosgrove
at
who
live
Silver
Western Union and the Postal.
City
Gietz,
Henry
and hold 5,000 shares each.
Alleged Larceny Charged
Fred Lambert of the mounted police
Goes After Prisoner
force stationed at Cimarron reports
Warden J. B. McManus and Mountto headquarters the arrest of Wm. ed Policeman J. A. Street left yesterScott, alias Bill Tracy, for the alleged day for Conord, N. H., where as
larceny of currency and checks. The James A. Scott steps from the New
accused man will have a hearing this Hampshire penitentiary a free man,
week.
having paid his debt to that state, he
Mounted police to Dawson
will be arrested by McManus and
Mounted Policeman Gus Hunter and brought back to Santa Fe to finish
3. H. McHughes left for Dawson Sat out a term here, about five years of
when
urday night, while Fred Lambert is which had not been served
already there.' Governor .McDonald Scott took French leave several years
has also appointed John Grayson of ago.
Dawson a special mounted p61iceman.
New Chair Car
The first run of the new electric
Alleged Game Law Violation
Piedad Medina, postmaster at Wag lighted chair;car on the Lamy branch
on Mound, was arrested yesterday by was made yesterday. This improvea deputy game warden, charged with ment is due to tlie fight made by the
shooting quail out of season. It is al state corporation commission for betleged that six quail were found in his ter equipment on this train.

well-taxe-
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SUITS IN FANCY MIXTURES

Every Garment Guaranteed

e

J

S5.50

MENTOR UNDERWEAR

.

1

.

$30.000 00

Office With the San Mitjuel National Bank

Wm. G. HAYUON
H. VV. KELLY
D T. HOSKINS

'

Vice

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS

President
President
Treasurer
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ON TRIAL

FOR SIXTH

It

YOUNGSTER CAN
HAVE
FINE DIGESTION IF GIVEN A
'
GOOD BABY LAXATIVE

EVERY

TIME

In spite of the greatest personal
care and the most diligent attention
to diet, babies and children will beERVIN POPE IS CONVINCED HIS come constipated, and it is a fact
!
INNOCENCE WILL BE ESTAB-- f
that eonpJJtipaSion and 'indigestion
LI SHED
have wrecked many a young life. To
start 'with' a eood digestive annara- u wlthout handicap.
Anniston, Ala., Oct. 28. I repara- tug jg
g
tions are rapidly being completed
,&fj wg
canjlot M haye perfect
'
here for the sixth trial, on the charge working bowels we must do the next
.
f of murder, of Ervin Pope, a colored
Qr trajn
thing and acquire
man who is charged with having them tQ become heaiuy. This can be
I Wiled J. B. McClurkin, a prominent:
by the uge of a laxative.tonic
3
;:
planter of Oxford, near Anniston, injvery hiKhly recoinmended by a great
April, 1909. Pope was tried
mothers The remedy is called
times and every time he was found Df Caldwells Syrup Pepsin and has
f.
guilty and sentenced to be hanged;
Qn the market for twQ genera.
even the sight of the gallows tions
J yet,
can be tought convenlent.
I
erected for his execution in the rearly Rt ftny drug store for 50 centa or
.f the county jail, could not shake jonQ one dolar a botte and thoge
fearless confidence of the prison- - who ftre already convlnced of ita r.ie-- i
the
i
be hanged and rit8
I
'Ut he would notwould
buy the dollar glze
be proved
i I that his innnocence
ideal
Mg mlldnegg makeg u the
j in the end. From the very beginning medicine for children, and it is also
uu
rope nas asseriea nis umuu
Vfcry plea6ant t0 the taste. It is sure
has adhered to tLis assertion in the L Ufj effw;tj an(J genuineiy harmless,
face of the most incriminating cir-Very lutle of it lg requlred and lts
Technical
evidence.
cumstantial
11BO Anp
nnt ansB it to
flaws in the rulings oi tne court en lose Its effect, as is the case with
abled Pope's lawyer to obtain a new so many other remedies.
trial in every case, but Pope, with
Thousands can testify to its merits
the childlike simplicity of the typic- in constl'intion, indigestion, biliousal southern negro, ascribed his suc-es- s ness, sick headaches,
etc.,
among
in escaping the gallows not' to them reliable people like Mrs. James
Lis lawyer's ability and to errors of It. Rouse, of Marinette, Wis. Her
the court, but to the rabbit's foot he
arrles in his pocket. It is the left against Pope from the first although
hind foot of a rabbit "killed in a previous to the murder he had been
graveyard on a moonlight night," an well liked. Special guards were kept
Infallible charm in the belief of thou at the jail during the hearing to prosands of his race.
tect the prisoner from mob violence.
The murder of McClurkin was ex- As soon as he was convicted he was
tremely brutal. He heard a noise hurried to Birmingham, where he was
near his barn and when he rode to- kept,' except when taken to Anniston
ward the scene he was knocked from for trial. After the first trial Pope's
his horse with a heavy cudgel. His lawyer obtained a new trial upon
head was beaten to a pulp with a technical grounds. Pope was conrock. Pope and another negro, John victed again by the lower court in
Body, were arrested soon after the April, 1910, and again a new trial
murder. Pope was
being was ordered. Pope was tried and
a successful farmer. He always paid convicted again in the spring of 1911,
his debts and had a good reputation, but the case was reversed and rebut the evidence was against him, manded on account of the admission
greatly strengthened by the allega- of testimony which tended to excultions of Body, who turned witness pate John Body who was believed by
against him.
many to have been a party to the
Pope was convicted of the' crime crime. Pope was tried for the fourth
i
for the first time in May, 1909. time in February of this year and
Bloody flhoes found in the barn in again convicted, but the supreme court
the rear of his1 house, overall buttons reversed the case and the prisoner
fourid in the ashes around a washpot, was tried for the fifth time in July
a defect in one of the hoofs of his and
again sentenced to death, but
evi- once more
mule and other circumstantial
Pope's lawyer was successdence were introduced against him, ful in obtaining a new trial upon
tut the most telling feature of the technical grounds. The coming trial
trial was the testimony of John Body, will be the sixth and its outcome i
who stated that he heard the scuffle awaited with considerable
interest
who
between Pope and McClurkin,
throughout the state.
pleaded for mercy in front of his
house, where the killing occurred. 4
Chronic Dyspepsia
The following unsolicited testimoBody said he lighted a candle and
wrote down the words of the victim nial, should certainly be sufficient to
to persons nf
and the name of Pope, so that he give hope and courage
flicted with chronic dyspepsia. "!
was
might not forget them. When he
have been a chronic dyspeptic for
released from jail he fled the coun- ypftr?. and of all the medicine I have
Tablets have
try and has not been heard from taken. Chamberlain's
done me more good than anything
since.
W. G. Mattison, No. 7
says
Bitter
manifested else'
feeling was
Sherman St., Hornellsville, N. Y. For
sale by all dealers. Adv.
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HOWARD ROUSE

here this morning and will continue
for several days. The association Is
composed of the members of the in
terstate commerce commission, the
railway commissioners of the various
states and other public officials
whose duties connect them with 'railways. The meeting promises to be of
more than ordinary interest and importance, owing to the present widespread agitation over railway rates,
taxation, etc.
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CENT "CASCARETS"

STiilGHTEN YOU UP
WHEN HEADACHY, BILIOUS, CONSTIPATED, STOMACH SOUR,
BAD1
BREATH

box now.
Get a
Turn the rascals out the headache,
biliousness, Indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases turn them
out tonight and keep them out with
Cascarets.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stomach.
Don't put in another day of distress.
Let Cascarets cleanse your stomach;
remove the sour, fermenting food;
take the excess bile from your liver
and carry out all the (Constipated
waste , matter and poison In the
bowels. Then you will feel great.
A Cascaret tonight straightens you
out by morning. They work while
'

A

you sleep.
WEDDING TODAY any drug store means a

iLAMGfiOL

10-ce-

box

from

dear head,

New York, Oct. 28 Latest advices sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
by cable from Europe state that the and bowel action for months. Chil
marriage of Miss Nancy Irishman, dren love Cascarets because they
daughter of the former American am- never gripe or sicken. Adv.
bassador to Berlin, to the Duke of
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
Should Profit by Mrs. Hur-ley'- s Croy takes place today at Geneva,
Gunboat Smith vs. Charlie Miller,
Switzerland, the religious ceremony,
Experience Her Own following the civil marriage, to be 10 rounds, at New York.
Joe Rivers vs. Frankie Russell, 10
performed by the Roman Catholic
Tc!d.
Story
bishop in the Geneva cathedral.
rounds, at New! Orleans.
of Mis3
When the engagement
Eldon, Mo. "I was trouble-- with Leishman Ho the Duke of
Croy was
displacement, organia inOnmation and
It created considerable
lemairf veosnes3. first reported,
to me anegea oppo- NEAR DEATH
owmc
comment
T
For tv.-vph
could not stand on sitlon to this international match by
my feet lonar at a 'the duke's family. The duke not
BY SMOTHERING
time and I could not
eniy possesses the German title off
He'rzo? von Croy, with entailed
enduring tate9 at
Dolmen, Westphalia, but is
cutting and drawing
Bat Husband, With Aid of Cardci,
pains down my right also tne French Due of Croy, and a
side which increased Dutch and Spanish prince.
It is
Effects Her Deliverance.
once a month. I 'claimed that, Miss Leishman not behave been at that ing o nobie birtb) could only become
time purple in the
, ,
v ona
"
Draper, N C Mrs. Helen Dalton, oi
face and would walk the floor. I could luo
place, says: "I suffered for years,
not lie down or sit still sometimes for a never Duchess of Croy. Owing to this
with pains in my left side, and woulq
day and a night at a time. I was ner- - the squabble over the future title of often almost smother to death.
vous, had very little appeti te, no ambi- - the bride the engagement was
Medicines patched me up for awhile
melancholy, and of ten felt as ported "off" several times, and even but then I would get worse again. Finalfrierid
in
I
not
had
a
the
world.
though
D0W it is not definitely known how ly, my husband decided he wanted me to
Iry Cardui, the woman's tonic, so he
"After I had tried most every fe- - matters have been arranged.
bought me a bottle and I began using it.
male remedy first, without success,
It did me more good than all the mediadvised me to take L , ,,.
my mother-in-la(
fi..vh. and RhP. cines 1 had taken.
iijuia j. t niMjam s vegeiaoie iom- matism
I have induced many of
my friends to
pound. I did so and gained in strength
wants try Cardui, and they all say
man or woman who
The
they have
every day. I have now no trouble in (lllick
from backache and rheu-an- oeen benefited by its use. There never
help
way and highly praise your medi- - matisra wm find it In Foley Kidney nas been, and never will be, a medicine
cine. It advertises itself.
and with to compare with Cardui. 1 believe it is
ils. They act sothatquickly
Hurley, Eldon, Missouri.
weak, inactive i good medicine for all womanly trouscb j,ood "effect not
keep the blood- bles."
which did Mdney's that do
Remember, the r- remedy;
. wr
,
are tonu:
T
For over 50 years, Cardui has been reir------- -' an
u"u fina nf ImmiritlPS.
iuis was juyuia c. rmsnam s vegetaoie
to
woman's sufferings and building
lieving
ed
and
neaitny
up
strengthened
compound,
i or sale everywhere.
action. Good results follow wean women up to neaun ana strengtn.
vigorous
has
It
helped thousands of women t!:eir use promptly.
O. G. Schaefer , If you are a woman, give it a fair trial.
who have been troubled with
t snould surely help you, as it has a
find Red Cross Druse Co. Adv.
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tumors,

irregularities, periodic pains, backache, RAILWAY COMMISSIONERS MEET
that bearing down feeling, indigestion,
Washington, Oct. 2S. The annual
and nervous prostration, after all other
means have failed. Why don't you convention of the National Association of Railway commissioners began
try it?

niliion others.
Get a bottle of Cardui

to-d-

Writt to- Chattanooga Medicina Co., Ladies'
ddvisory Der,
Chattanooea, Tenn., for Sfcial
Instrm lioni on your case and 6 pagt book, "Horns
Treatment for Womw." In plain w;apper. W.C 128

LOVELY

FACE-B-

UT

UGLY

HAIR

How often you see an otherwise
lovely face spoiled by homely hair
a face that would be most charmingly
beautiful if she only had prettier hair.
What a pity! and how foolish! Because that ugly hair, stringy, dull,
-looking
though it may be, can be
made as glossy, soft, silky and beautiful as the heart could desire if only
taken proper care of.
Harmony Hair Beautifier is just
what it is named a hair beautifier.
It is not a hair dye or hair oil It is
liquid
just a dainty,
dressing to give the hair ita natural
gloss and brightness, its natural wavy
softness, its natural rich beauty. Very
easy to apply simply sprinkle a little
on your hair each time before brushing it. It contains no oil, and will
not change the color of the hair, nor
darken gray haif.
To keep your hair and scalp dandruff-free
and clean, use Harmony
This pure liquid shampoo
Shampoo.
gives an Instantaneous rich lather that
immediately penetrates toi every part
of hair and scalp, insuring a quick
and thorough cleansing. Washed off
just as quickly, the entire operation
takes only a few moments. Contains
nothing that can harm the hair; leaves
no harshness or stickiness just a
cleanliness.
Both preparations come in
very ornamental bottles, with
sprinkler tops. Harmon Hair Beautifier, $1.00. Harmony Shampoo, 50c.
Both guaranteed to satisfy you in
every way, or your money back. Sold
in this community only at our store
The Rexall Store one of the more
than 7,000 leading drug stores of the
United States, Canada and Great
Britain, which own the big Harmony
laboratories in Boston, where the
many celebrated Harmony Perfumes
and Toilet Preparations are made.
E. G. Murphey, corner Sixth and Douglas Streets, East Las Vegas, N. M.
lifeless-

d

sweet-smellin-

g

d

Adv.
Stop coughing! ; bu rack the lung
nnd worry the ' body.
BALLARD'S
HOREHOUND SYRUP checks irritation, heals the lungs and restores

comfortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c
and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by Central
Drug Co.

Doctors

irPr.lsmsMer
The questions answered

below

;

CANOES, AS WELL AS WOODEN
LEGS, ARE MANUFACTURED
FROM THIS WOOD

the National Angora Goat
members
Breeders' association were present
and were given every privilege extend
ed to members of the Mohair Growers'
association. The goat breeders took
an active part in the discussions.
A

he

PURPOSES

th.

to avoid cathartics, salts, mineral waters, pills and other harsh remedies
for they do but temporary good and
are a shock to any delicate system.
Families wishing to try a free
sample bottle can obtain it postpaid
by addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell,
419 Washington St., Monticello, 111.
A postal card with your name and
address on it will do. Adv.

IS USEFUL

FOR NUMEROUS

Kttle son Howard was 15 months old
last April, but he was sick, w'.lfc bo'v-e- l
trouble from birth and suffered inCompau...
tensely. Since Mrs.' Rouse has been
Pepsin
Caldwell's
Dr.
Syrup
giving him
TARIFF AND THE GOAT
all trouble has disappeared and
Tex., Oct. 28. Discussions
Dallas,
the boy Is becoming robust.
as ' to how
tariff will affect the
Thousands keep Dr. Caldwell's Sy
were the feagoat
industry
raising
rup Pepsin, constantly In the house, tures of the first
session of the
day's
can
for every member of the family
National Mohair Growers' Association,
use it from Infancy to old age. The which met here this
morning. Many
users of Syrup Pepsin have learned
of

well-to-d-

-

Is a eerious matter when the
are affected. A trip away or to a luugs
sanatorium Is not only expensive, but it Involves separation from home and friends.
Some are benefited, but few can Siifcly return. Eckninn's Alterative is effective for
home treatment. For example:
2S1 S. Atlantic Ave., Haddonfield,
N. J.
"Gentlemen: In the fail of li"C) I conn
severe
tracted
very
cold, which settled
on my Iiiuks.
At Inst I began to raise
sputum, and my physician then told Die I
must go to California Immediately.
At
this tlmeI was advised to take
1
Alterative.
stayed at home and
commenced taking It the last week in
I began to improve, and the
October.
first week In January, num. I resumed
my regular occupation, having Rained 25
pounds, fully restored Ho health.
It la
now rive years since my recovery has been
effected, and I cannot praise Kckman's
Alterative too bifrhly. I bave recommended 1t with excellent results."
W. M. TATEM.
(Signed)
Eckmans Alterative is effective In BronAsthma,
chitis,
Hnj Fever; Throat and
Lung Troubles, and In upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
or habit-formindrugs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries, and write to Eekman
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For sole by all leading druggist
E. G. Murphey and Central Drug

runzz

28, 1913.
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Effective Heme Remedy
for Tuberculosis

teal thy- Sai

'

OCTOBER

Adv.

JUDGE TO FACE IMPEACHMENT
Montgomery, Ala., Oct. 28 The

Impeachment case against Probate
Judge A. L, Hasty of Marengo county,
charged with, incompetency, willful
neglect of duty and corruption In office was called for trial in the supreme court today. The charges In
the case are of a rather serious nature, but friends of the judge still
maintain that he has been guilty only
of carelessness.
Neuralgia of the face, shoulder,
hands nr fppf rennlrps n nnwnrful
remedy, that will penertate the flesh.

Trouble and Constipation
Cured
"I was sick for three years with
stomach trouble and constipation, docStomach

tored continually with different physicians, with only temporary relief,"
says Mrs. Hester Waita, of Antwerp,
Ohio. "A friend advised me to try
Chamberlain's Tablets, which I did,
and continued to use them for one
year, and they completely cured me,
not only of the stomach trouble but
also of the constipation," For sale
by all dealers. Adv.

d

From furnishing material for a canoe in which to hunt whales some
hundred odd years ago to supplying
New England factories of today with
v ? .
k
y
11,000 cords of wood annually
for
shoe pegs and shanks Is, according
to the department of agriculture, on
ly part of the services the birch
,
rf Tr
tree has rendered and Is rendering
the peoule of America.
"Kit" writes: "I am far below nor- syrup of hypophosphltes cornp., mix,
Sir Alexander Mackenzie, the de- mal weight. I suffer with headaches and take a teaspoonful before each
partment tells us in a bulletin just and' am nervous to the point of ex- meal. Always shake well before takissued on the uses of birch, hunted haustion. If you can tell me some- ing.
whales in a birch bark canoe. The thing to help me I shall be very grateMiss T. R. asks: "Do you think a
animals were found at the mouth of ful."
of 190 pounds is too much for
the Mackenzie river. He failed to
weight
so
can
I
Answer:
prescribe nothing
strike the game, and concluded that effective as a thorough course of a girl of medium height; and what
it was probably for the best. While three grain
e
tablets. can I safely take to reduce about 30
the canoes are frail, it is pointed out These tablets will atd in extracting pounds?"
that the bark of which they, are made the nutrition from the food which will 'Answer: Your weight is excessive,
resists decay longer than any other Increase the red blood supply, over-- , and If It increases it may cause much,
come nervousness and you will be- - suffering and embarrassment.
part of the tree.
I ad-arbo-len- e
It would be difficult, the department come plump and healthy. This treat- vise the regular use of
goes on to say, to estimate the value ment should be continued for several
tablets, which are sold by most
of the services of the birch barls ca months, as it takes time to change pharmacists in sealed tubes with full
noe In the discovery, exploration, de the tissues and cells of the body.
directions for.
velopment, and settlement of. the
northern part of this continent. From
"Carpenter" writes. "My liver and
"Sarah" says: "Can anything be
the Arctic circle to the Great Lakes, done for one who is bothered with kidneys are in a bad conditions. I
have dizzy spells and dark spots beand southward, for a century and a rheumatism. If so, please reply?"
that light but exceedingly
half,
Answer: You can he relieved of fore my eyes. Also have twinges of
strong and serviceable vessel thread- your rheumatism if you take the fol- rheumatism. Can I be helped?"
ed the lakes and rivers, bearing trade'
Answer: Td relieve kidney and liver
lowing: Mix by shaking well and take
and carrying civilization where no a
teaspoonful at meal times and at trouble use three grain sulpherb tabother boat could go. The French ex- bed time and
you will soon be cured. lets (not sulphur). These are packed
plorers and1' missionaries made Jour- Comp. essense of cardiol, 1 oz.; comp. in sealed tubes with full directions
neys of hundreds of miles in these ca- fluid bain; wort, 1 oz.; syrup sarsaparll-l- a for taking. They act pleasantly and
noes, often carrying cargoes which
comp. 5 ozs. ; wine of colchicum, one tone up the bowels and liven and purwould seem beyond the capacity of half
oz.; sodium salicylate, 4 drams; ify the blood. They are convenient,
such frail vessels.
effective and highly curative.
iodide of potassium, 2 drams,
The range of uses to which birch
"
wood is put is surprisingly wide. Ac"Phoebe" The following will cor
"Ray" writes: "Can; a sufferer from
cording to the department, the arti- bronchial trouble be relieved? Doctors rect your children of bedwetttng: Get
cles into which it goes range from do not seem to
2 drains of tincture
1
help me; what would
church pews to kitchen tables, and
dram tincture cubeba and 1 oz. comp.
you suggest?"
from organ pipes to newel posts. We
fluid balmwort. Mix, and give the
Answer: To cure chronic cold, sore
crib and our last in a birch coffin,
child from 10 to 15 drops in water
throat and bronchitis I would advise about one hour
crib and our last in a brlch coffin.
..before each meal.
the use of concentrated essence
The spools on which we get our cotpurchase this at any drug
"Maud" writes: "I have Buffere-- a
ton and silk thread are birch spools,
store in 2 02. packages and mix acdeal with catarrh. It give? mo
and the lasts on which our shoes are
great
to directions given on bottle
headaches .affects my eyes anJ my
made are likely to be birch last. The cording
and you will very shortly be relieved
largest of the spools hold 12,000 yards, of all bronchial trouble. This will breath is awful. Can yon. prets. ri'.i-the smalles 20 yards. The wood's not
something to cure it. unly by
only relieve, but; will correct, and ftrllsi-jflmm.t ra a.eelcd.".
beauty, strength, and rigidity made Is very pleasant to: take.
it prominent as a material for musiAnswer: I have prescribed antlw-tlcal instruments, and the same qualivilane powder and. grateful left in
"Hulda" says: "I cannot eat withties bring it into extensive use for
hundreds
from,
indicate that it is
out great distress after eating. I am
flooring.
but, must be used ocspeedily
curative,
sleepless and restless, nervous and
Many people have an idea that irritable. Can
casionally to prevenr a recurrence.
you tell 'me anything Get a two
shoe pegs have nearly passed out of
ounce original package of
that would cure me?"
vilane powder; use a half teaspoonful
use, but th6 amount of birch previ
Answer; Your trouble is all due to to a pint of warm water.
ously mentioned as made into pegs
From the
your
stomach, which causes the ner palm of the hand snuff the water
in
and shanks yearly
New England
seems to disprove this nation. Birch vous, restless feeling. Take tablets through the nostrils until thoroughly
the department says, is often put on triopeptine and you will soon be re cleansed, two or three times dally.
the market In imitation of other lieved of all this trouble. These are Mix a level teaspoonful of vilane powin sealed cartons and are pink, der with an ounce of
woods, and we may open many a packed
lard or vaseline
white
and
blue tablets to be taken and apply well
on
door, sit
many a chair, and write
up Into the nostrils
on many a desk which we imagine after meals. Take the pink tablet twice daily and your catarrh should
to be mahogany, but which is really after breakfast, white after dinner soon be gone.
birch stained to resemble the genuine and blue after supper. If this is con
tinued the curative agencies will soon
"Onda" writes: "I am troubled with
article.
restore natural digestion.
Nine species of birth grow in the
itching scalp, dandruff and my hair
is falling out It is harsh and brittle."
United States, but sweet, yellow pa
"Miss M." writes: "I suffer greatly
Answer: Plain Yellow Minyol is tha
per, and river birch are those most
About . 45 million board feet with my nerveB, am almost on the best rerrrSdy for itching scalp,
used.
falling
I canof the wood finds it way to the mar point of nervous prostration.
hair and dandruff that I know of. It
ket yearly. Paper birch Is one of not sleep and am hysterical at times. can be bought in 4 oz. jars and If used
the few American species with a hold Can you help me?"
according to directions will overcome
Answer: Many - women, old and diseases of the hair and
on the forest stronger than it had
scalp. If
when America was discovered. Large young, who have suffered as you do, the hair is harsh and brittle and you
tracts are now covered with this have been helped by using the follow- are bothered wlth. those straggling
birch where there was little of it a ing tonic restorative treatment: Get locks, the use of minyol will restore
e
that soft, fluffy appearance and bring-baccentury ago. It comes in after fire, from your druggist 1 oz. tincture
the intense natural color.
(not cardamon) and 5 ozs.
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Esther's Friend
la Every
Comfort and Safety Assured Before
the Arrival of the Stork.

The old saying

what is home without

lALbAKD S SNOW LINIMENT pos- a mother should add "Mother's Friend."
sesses that nnwer. Rnhheri in whp.re
In thousands of American homes there
the nam is fnlt is all that is nsnpssarv Is a bottle of this splendid and famous remto relieve suffering and restore nor edy that haa aided many u woman through
trying ordeal, saved her from suffering
mal conditions.
Price 25c. 50c and the
kept her In health of mind and
$1.(10 per bottle.
Sold by: Centrai and pain,
body In advance of baby's coming and had
Drnq; Co. Adv
most
wonderful
lnlluenco in developing
a
i

,.:'

)

;i

ara

general in character.' The -- ymptomj
or diseases are given and the answers will apply to any case of slm-i'ia- r
nature.
Those wishing further advice fre,
may address Dr. Lewir Baker, ColSts., Daylege Bldg., Collegc-Elwooton, O., enclosing
stamped envelope for reply. Full
name and address must be given, hut
only Initials or fictitioua name w't
be used in my answers. The prescriptions can be fil'ied .'t any
Any druggist
drug 6tore.
can order of dealer.

lieaithy, lovely disposition in the child.
There Is no othp-- remedy so truly a help
to nature as Mother's Friend. It relieves
the pain and discomfort caused by the
strain on the ligaments, makes pliant those
fibres and muscles wlilch nature Is expanding and soothes the Inflammation of breast
glands.
Mother's Friend Is an external remedy,
acts quickly and not only banishes all distress In advance, but assures a speedy and
Thus
complete recovery for the mother.
Bhe becomes a healthy woman with all her
strength preserved to thorousrhly enjoy the
rearing of her child. Mother's Friend can
be had at any drug store at $1.00 a bottle,
and Is really one of the greatest blessings
ever discovered for expectant mothers.
to Bradfleld Regulator Co., 123
WTlte
Lamar Bldg., Atlanta. Oa., for their free
book. Write
It Is most Instructive.

and some tracts it has taken posses- hardiness
sion of cover hundreds
of square form.'

of the

Mountain

Rocky

miles.

Forest Notes
Canadacuts about two million cords
of pulp wood annually, about half of
which is exported for manufacture in
the United States.
It is claimed that some of the euca
lyptus of Australia are taller than
the California redwoods, hitherto considered the highest trees in the

No woman who works in the state
of Utah receives less than 90 centa
i
a day, and even one learning new
work must be paid 90 cents daily, and
after an apprenticeship of six months
her wages must be raised to $1.25

per

day..

BEAGLE CLUB TRIALS
Genoa, 111., Oct. 2S. The tv.tK ap.
are 55 oaks in the United !nual field trials of the V.f
1.
I
Slates, about evenly divided between club began on the club rn
,
the east and the west. The eastern 'near here todov and
ni
species and particularly while oaks; through the week. The rm-i
in
are the most valuable.
.1
vides for the custom
'v The bureau of forestry of the Phil all age stakes, also thf en l' i"- -,
Ha""" isjuima vui tstiiiu uujiRai um-- , suiKe ior tnree hous v ,; f)rh I
Dors to the united States lorest ser- - stake. The annual bvnvh
M Cf (
vice so mat tneir suitaoimy ior line club, with many vahiql l
e
furniture veneers may be ascertained, prizes, also will be hold d'i"i
Wood block paving, tried and dis-- week.
carded in many cities of the United
States thirty years ago, is now comIn foreign countries you rc
ing back into marked favor, due to competition with t K 1
and every land. An arfeH r t "
improved methods' of trattng
handling the blocks.
rit of the blshw.t ore"
German foresters are experiment- In many of those co
ing with Douglas fir from the United Iain's Cough Remedy 1i
States trying to find a variety which tilar medicine In iwe for ,1
will combine the
quali- colds because it is tha l:i-ty of the Pacific coast form and the by all d
world.
There

tra
1

rtv,

,..m

1
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EXAMINATION FOR DIAZ GOES ON

FADS AND
FASHIONS

ATIONA

.AMERICAN

FOREST-FIEL- D

l guard

Filigree Bar Pins,
Crosses, Beads etc.
They're Different

IS SENT TO

WHIP

CLERKS
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Furs have been will take up the Russian idea of wearskirt
a
over
and
In great favor for several years
ing a blouse of one color
this year they promise to be even of another, is difficult to tell. CertainLOCAL YOUNG MEN HAVE AN OP(Continued From Page One.)
more In vogue than during the last ly no one can wear a Turkish blue
(Continued From Page One.)
PORTUNITY TO QUALIFY ,
few winter seasons. The craze for or a Japanese red tunic with a black
I
FOR POSITIONS
while, however, it is distinctly under"This program will be carried out
red fox, which reached its height ear- skirt on American streets, but there
as
stood
that
Diaz's
it
communication
he
if
probto
seems
it takes every militiaman in the
lier in the season,
dying should be no prejudice against
The United States civil service ably will be limited to members of
state, and even If It should become
out. Women now seem to be inclined a costume for luncheon or afternoon
commission announces that an exam his
family or personal friends, and necessary for me to call upon the
to give preference to .raccoon, skunk affairs. . It would not be harmful in
ination for the
of forest and must be
federal government for assistance."
and fisher. One of the new things in the least if American women would field clerk will position
be held in this city
French AsV Protection
Adjutant General John Chase and
the use of furs are the huge collars enliven their costumes w.ith brilliant on December
13, 1913. From the regThe
fur
with
of
the
trimmed
and
the Denver inwntry companies,
reported
all
to
,French
appeal
stand
are
high
wired
which
Russianj' blouses
isters established as a result of this minister in Mexico City to Charge
cavalry troops and two batteries of
well away from the neck, but they are and held below the waist with wide
examination certification will be made O'Shaughnessy for an American warartillery left shortly before 1 o'clock
not as becoming as shoulder pieces belts and barbaric clasps.
to fill vacancies as they occur in the ship to protect the French colony at for Trinidad.
They traveled by specAnother touch of color which is in
which leave part of the bare neck ex
Without Senator Hitchcock's vote,
forest service in the position of for- San Ignacio, Sinalao, had not reached ial train over the Denver & Rio
Sheep,
receipts 12,000. Market
posed' and Uo not interfere with the troduced into afternoon coat suits is est
the committee would be tied. steady. Lambs $6.507.35; yearlings
however,
'
0
at
a
clerk
or
of
1,100
f
re- Grande railroad.;
a
such
salary
if
but
the
Washington
must
today,
laced
through,
cord
brilliant
o
of
the
today,
which,
head,
shape
a year, and field clerk, reclama- quest has been made it probably will
$4.75(55.50; wethers $4.254.85;
The companies from northern Colbe very small.
seams of the jacket. In one instance
TESTS ARE CONTINUED
ewes $3.504.35; stockers and feedtion service, at a salary of from $60 be granted.
Denver
reach
to
were
of
orado
costume
was
in
fashion.
bright.
Is
expected
the original
again
Spotless ermine
to $125 a month.
Rockland, Maine, Oct. 28. The. new ers $36.50. .
The cruiser Maryland Is due today and1 depart for the south about 4
The little black tails which gave the dark blue velvet, with a long coat
The
battleship Texas sailed today on her
commission has experienced at Mazatlan, Sinalao. The cruiser o'clock this afternoon.
fur character and distinction remain held in by a wide band below the
r
endurance trial, during"
considerable
in.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
a
California
is
the
with
difficulty
at Guaymas
securing
A Record of Violence
in oblivion, it eeems. Many hope they, waist, and each seam held1 together
must
an
she
maintain
which
sufficient
New
number
of
male
average
the
and
cruiser
York, Oct. 28. After a period
state
ellgibles
Glacier,
the
troops
While
of
run
ship
supply
ordering
will return to fashion this winter, but with a dull red Japanese cord,
for the position of forest clerk and Pittsburgh leaves San Francisco for into the southern Colorado coal fields speed of 21 knots.
of hesitation in the early trading, the
the exploitation of new wraps and fur through round buttonholes worked
stock market today resumed the
persons possessing the necessary the Mexican Pacific coast Saturday, followed the failure of Governor Amwith the same cplor of red In floss.
pieces kills that hope.
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
to enter this If news of distress of the French col nions' efforts to arrange a settlement,
are
movement with which the
qualifications
urged
of
is
one
the
gowns
wars
when
The Russian fur, kolinsky,
Even,
examination.
Chicago, Oct.; 28. More reassuring week began.
ony at San Ignacio reaches any of an additional reason for this action
choice of the modernists, but it has sombre colors it is quite easy to be
Further information In regard to these vessels asylum will be offered was found today in the list of cas- crop advices from Argentina gave the j A new bullish element was introducnot much in the way of beauty to brilliant by using any of the new linthe examination may be obtained to any refugees without the formality ualties and property damage that wheat market today over to the ed Into the speculative situation by
commend it to the puollc. It is a whit- ings, as so much of the skirt shows
the secretary of the local board of a request from the French
have marked the 35 days of the strike. bears. The opening, which was a announcement of the engagement of
ish yellow that looks very well with these days, with the slasn in front or from
of examiners in thrs city. Application
lower, was succeed- gold at London for importation. ExThese strike Incidents were sum- shade to Yt
of
middle
m
the
is
is
but
which
of
shades
certain deep
back
put
velvet,
must
blanks
filed
with
be
ed! by an additional decdine.
the
district
The pectation of a good showing in the
as
follows:
marized
not
is
therefore
crude,
and
the
face.
Sable,
skunk,
against
trying
drajry,
at
not
Train
Offered
Is
Him
Francisco
San
was
United States steel
a
close
later
cent
secretary
Special
losst
of
at
killed,
Battles
and
steady
skirmishes,
is
corporation's
turned
IS;
hem
upward
that,
fisher, raccoon and oppossum remain and in the
Mexico City, Oct. 28. Colonel Man- 28; wounded and
than the hour of closing business on
net.
to
be
statement,
41;
quarterly
The
given out
last
coats.
personal
well
as
as
injured,
on
at
ermine
the
skirts
with
top,
fashionable,
December 5, 1913, in order to be con- uel Vidaurazaga, secretary to General assaults;' 6; buildings
and bridges
Selling pressure based on weaker after the close today, also tended to
for wraps that are combined with is a clover touch. The Futurist unsidered for the pending examination, bianquet,, minister for war, returned wrecked or damaged1 by dynamite, 11; cables quotations and on the weak- sustain the list.
velvet.
ings are not especially fashionable,
from Vera Cruz today. He said his property loss (estimated), $50,p00; ness In wheat, carried corn to a lowPrice fluctuations ran to about a
Touches of fur are used on coat suits, but nearly all the great color artists
Diaz took place loss In
with
last
interview
in various shares, with the aduner
level.
were
$2,500,000.
can
point
which
wages
(estimated),
prices
Opening
some
in
leaththey
way
arrive at
especially all those of khaki or
on the balcony of the German hotel in
cent off, but a ral- vance In full swing at midday. Bonds
changed to Yi
er color, which need som& brilliant present a brilliant contrast by using
Vera Cruz, where the shadow of the
GIRLS! THICKEN AND
ly that ensued put figures well above were steady.
touch of dark brown to give depth to a lining that looks like a facing to
American flag ; flying over the contheir tone. Skunk will be attached the material.
INC051E TAX BECOMES last night's. The close was steady Selling pressure increased to a desulate next door fell on Diaz.
cent to 14 cent above last night. cided extent when no, concerted efOne o the new materials of the seato the coat as a small collar that
BEAUTIFY l'Ollli HAIR The colonel
said Dalz had refused
oats eased off with other fort was made to stop the decline. The
surwith
Although
a
fastens closely around the neck, and son is a wonderful cloth
to return to the capital in spite of
EFFECTIVE FRIDAY grain, the loss was entirely regained. unfavorable Union Pacific earnings for
as
cuffs on close fitting face like camel hair cashmere which
the fact that the offer had been made
. First sales of provisions varied September made that stock a target
sleeves.
has broche flowers in velvet scattered BRING BACK ITS GLOSS, LUSTRE, of
the schoolship Zaragoza to take
from 2 4 cent down to! a lik.e amount for speculative selling, under which
Velvet gowns have fur at the hem over its surface. This stuff is very
CHARM AND GET RID OF
him to Tampico, and of a special BANKERS DISCUSS IT AT ANNUAL
a point below yesterday's
up, with later transactions at a mate- it sold
DANDRUFF
of the long Russian tunic, or on the supple; it is also extremely costly.
train from there to Mexico City.
HELD IN
MEETING
close.
rial
The
even
and'
If
the
mantles
on
not
loveliest
closing quotations
skirt.
drop.
both, bu! the absence But
The real reason for Diaz's refusal
CHICAGO
were as follows:
The market closed heavy. SpecuTo be possessed of a head of heavy,
of open coats or revers of any kind whole dresses are made of it. CameJ
to
said
the
his
be
colonel,
appeared,
lative sentiment turned pessimistic
Dec. 85; May 90.
Wheat,
keeps one from having much chance hair cashmere Is very popular this beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy, unfounded fear and his desire to reChicago, Oct. 28. discussion of the
to play with the fur on the street suit. winter. It is combined with mirror wavy and free from dandruff Is mere- main "in the shadow of
again when no effort was made to
Corn,
July 71.
the stars and income tax law, which will become
defeat the raiding tactics of the bear
May' 43; July 42.
On evening gowns fur is used sparing- velvet and also with brocaded satin ly a matter of using a little Danderine.
Oats,
stripes."
operative Friday, and the effect of
Jan.
It is easy and Inexpensive to have
party. The decline was helped by
Pork,
ly. A tunic of tulle will be rn with and plain taffetas. On almost all the
May
$20.32.
$20.22;
Diaz on Retired List
the proposed currency legislation and
rumors
of further complications in the
new
of
an inch-wid- e
wear
soft
models
street
bands
for
of
one
of
hair
and
and
$10.95.
lots
nice,
skunk,
Lard,
Just
May
May
$10.77;
strip
it
General Felix Diaz was placed on the tariff measure recently enacted,
Mexican situation.
Losses reached
of those new loose Japanese collars fur are freely introduced, especially get a 25 cent bottre of Knowlton's the retired list of tne Mexican
Jan.
$10.90.
$10.75;
Ribs,
May
and1
ramy was begun here today by bankers
hi Southern Pacific, 2
three
may have a fall of lace held in by skunk and fox, the latter in many dif- Danderine now all drug stores rec- today by order of General Aurelio bond
points
dealers from every section of
in Union Pacific and 1 to 1
In Steel,
a strip of ermine, but that is all.
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
ommend it apply a little as directed
ferent shades.;
Blanquet, minister for war. General the United States at the opening ses- Amal28.
Faced cloth is once more in great and within ten minutes there will be iDiaz had
There are two new muffs brought
and
re
Pacific
Southern
October
Kansas
Reading,
Hogs,
City,
requested by' telegraph on sion of the annual convention of the
out for the winter, both of which will demand. It is being used by the leau-in- an itppearance of abundance; freshBul.t
Market
12,000.
operations
pulled
gamated.
steady.
Covering
ceipts
Sunday to be allowed to retire, and Investment Bankers' Association of
be found acceptable. . One Is a barrel-shapedesigners for suits of a rather ness, fluffiness and an incomparable General Bianqtiet, after conferring America.
$7.507.85; heavy $7.707.80; pack- iin tha lint- f ntinn nil v of tha on fl
ers
and butchers $7.607.90; lights and the general tone remained de- affair, loose and flexible, that dressy order, an it is combined with gloss and lustre, and try as you will with Provisional President Huerta,
The commltteeconfined itself today
nas a long strap of fur attached to broche velvet and, cf course, with you cannot find a trace of dandruff or
General Diaz had held a to deciding whether a single central $7.407.S0; pigs $67.25.
complied.
one end to serve as a handle by which bands of fur.
Market
The last sales were:
15,000.
falling hair; but your real surprise .commission for 30 years.
Cattle, receipts
bank or a regional reserve bank systo carry It. It is not wide, and is
The most popular colors of the day will be after about two weeks' use,
74
steers
fed
Prime
Copper
Amalgamated
$6.859.40;
steady.
bill.
tem should be the basis of the
107
slung over the arm or snoulder. It is for outdoor suits are "violet de mon- - when you will see new hair fine and
Calero Joins Constitutionalists
Attention wa3 centered on Senators dressed beef steers $7.258.75; west- Sugar, bid
not long enough to go around the seigneur" and tomato red. And, side downy at first yes but really new
93
southern Atchison , ; . . ,
steers $G.408.50;
28. Bernardo O'Gorman, Reed
Tucson, Ariz., Oct.
who, ern
107
neck, but some women, undoubtedly, by Bide with these striking shades hair sprouting out all over y your Calero, brother of Manuel
Calero, who throughout the hearings, had opposed steers $56.50; cows $5.256.75; Northern Pacific
'will have it lengthened, and substitute we find a peculiar
161
tawny orange, scalp Danderine is, we believe, the was a candidate in the Mexican elec- the administration plan. Administra- heifers $59; stockers and feeders Reading, ex div........
these fur straps for ribbon. The other which gives splendid effects when gen only sure hair grower; destroyer of tions
87
calves
Pacific
Southern
bulls
$4.506.50;
$5.507.G0;
announced
tion
supporters thought opposition
Sunday,
today that
muff la entirely round and gives one erously trimmed with skunk or black dandruff and1 cure for Itchy scalp and he had been converted to the
151
Union Pacific
consti to the central bank plan would return $610.
'
the Impression of a shield. It is flat, fox. The delicate pastel tints are kept It never fails to stop falling hair at tutionalist cause.
57
United States Steel
He visited Hermo- - Senators Reed and O'Gorman to the
once.
made of velvet and fur, usually of almost
afternoon
.
fqr
.
.
.
.
exclusively
Snhwcrthe for Tne Otitic
.107
United States Steel, pfd..
sillo last week in the interest of his Glass bill.
black and white intermingled, and is gowns and dinner dresses.
If you want to prove how pretty brother's
candidacy.
For street wear nut brown, deep and soft your hair really is, moisten
carried just in front of the waist
"Huerta is not a sane man," he
The envelope mnff evidently will red, in several shades, Egyptian and a cloth with a little Danderine and
(lenlnrert. "Tf triprt fnr nv nffpnso hv
be In high favor, as some of the raven wing blue, smoke gray and carefully draw it through your hai- r- a
jury he woufl be sent t an agy.
smartest houses are showing them. black are the tints most in favor.
taking one small strand at a time. lum, not to a
prison."
Your hair will be soft, glossv and
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
They are made also of velvet fur,
Mr. Calero formerly served
as
which is one of the favorite combinabeautiful In just a few moments a
Mexican consul at Bordeaux, and as
tions of the hour. One sees it on
TO PREVENT DISASTERS
delightful surprise awaits everyone vice consul at
Paris, France. He
;t
' wraps,
Berlin, Oct. 28. An apparatus for who tries this. Adv.
gowns, hats and muffs.
left here for Los Angeles, Calif., it
The Russian blouse, so popular one the prevention of explosions in mines
was said, on an important mission.
and two years ago, is again worn. As was demonstrated today by Professor
BEN WILLIAMS
RESIGNS
a garment It evidently made a very Fritz Haber, director of the Institute
't
Wilson Makes No Comment
28. Ben
Oct.
M
WilAlbuquerque,
favorable impression. All the great of Physical Chemistry, in the presliams, chief special agent for the
Salisbury, N. C, Oct.. 28. President
fashion houses show it in some form. ence of Emperor William. The dem Santa Fe
Wilson made no comment on the latSoft, warm and comfortable undergarments in a wide range of styles.
sent
his
railway,
yesterday
Here and there It is eccentric and onstration was the feature of the an
in
est
Mexican
the
sit
. to General
developments
resignation
Fred
care with the idea in view of
Manager
These have been selected with the
"brilliant, such as bright red one with nual meeting of the Emperor William C.
Fox, at Amarillo, Tex. HIg resig- uation, Including the flight of General
pear shaped sleeves of black velvet, Scientific Foundation. Haber's ap nation will
climate. The result has been
for
the most suitable
become effective Novem- Felix Diaz to an American warship,
black velvet skirt, and an ornamental paratus combines the principles of the
his
when
train
here
1.
through
ber
passed
B
Your
has been considered Come in.
belt finished with old silver in front. Davy electric lamps. it has been alsatisfactory.
highly
Mr. Williams will open a detective shortly after noon. News dispatches
in
tried
the
mines.
government
The significant part in the popularity ready
agency here as soon after November were supplemented by official disOf this garment is tho lengthening of Many scientists in Germany have been
from Washington and the
1 as he is able to
h
to
invent
dispose of his busi- patches
such
an
apparathe waist line, which is obvious on endeavoring
I
read all without an
president
fl
ness
as
chief
tus
The
since
the
agent.
m
special
Octobeiof
emperor,
'
con
every side where street suits are
ti
will
Mr.
be
Williams
last
agency
idea.
national,
the
Profesyear, suggested
cerned. Possibly it is because the
belt is so wide that the dressmakers sor Haber has named tne apparatus said, but will specialize in southwestern business.
feel they must lengthen the waistline "the fire damp whistle." It consists
TRAIN BtOWN UP
He probably will occupy the rotns
of
a
one
of
whistles,
pair
supplied
in order to give the figure more grace.
Mexico City, Oct. 28. Only eight
with
in
the Cromwell building, Second
normal air and the other with
Whatever the reason, the fact repersons survived when a troop train
A full run of sizes for slight-medi- um
High neck Union Suits with long
mains that the waist line on coats is mine air, and it gives an unmistake-abl- e street and Gold avenue, where the was dynamited by rebels yesterday
Low neck sleeves Union
and stout men Seethe new
screech when thV danger point chief special agent's office now is lo at; the 'railroad
;' sleeves
two Inches below the normal and that
station of Lufu, bein.
e
the
mine
The
cated.
chief's
transfer
is
of
the
atmosphere
this straight line makes the waist
i t
tween Saltillo and Vanegas, Coahttila.
closed crotch Union Suits We are
Suits ankle length, two piece garfrom Albuquerque to La Junta, More than TOO federal
twice as large as It did, which
includsoldiers,
'
ments in cotton cotton and silk
showing a big stock and will please
1
Colo., is contemplated by " the Santa
is an effect women strive to produce.
three officers, were killed. All
v
Fel The chief will be assigned to new ing
silk
wool
and
and
wool
all
In fact, If It were not for hips, women
you.
styles
the survivors were injured.
NEW STEEL DIVIDEND offices' in" the new building at La
could easily go without corsets alto
The rebels who attacked Monterey
Prices range from
new and prices range from
New York, Oct. 28. The United
Junta.
gether if they wear the gowns of the States Steel corporation
last week held possession of the railSLEtflKG CARMENT
de- today
Mr. Williams has been chief of the road
'
present time.
yards and steel works for three
clared its regular quartely dividend
Santa Fe service for 13 years. Pre
Whether or not American women of 1 14
days before beins; driven back bv
per cent on the common stock vious to that he was
deputy United the federal troops. Before they left
and 1
per cent on the preferred. States marshal
and deputy sheriff un- the rebels burned 250 railroad cars
The total earnings of the corporader Sheriff Pat Garret of Dona Ana nnd destroyed several locomotives.
tion for the quarter ending SeptemHe held the office of federal
county.
ber 30 were $38,430,400; the net Inmarshal for 13 years. When
deputy
Australian Wool or Cotton Union Suits and Two Piece Suits for children from 1 year up to
come for the quarter, $29,G22,18G, and
he was an officer for the stock asso15
and the surplus $11,348,770.
years. Reuben and Vanity Vests for Infants. It is a pleasure to show this line and at preESsssangs cf Hsaltfi
ciation, at the time Governor W. C.
New York, Oct. 23.
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McDonald was president, Mr. Williams
THE HENNESSY CHARGES
New York, Oct.. 28. Whether John
A. HeuncKsy's
charges against Tam-jwarrant an investigation was
tjnestion before the district at tor- Hennessv was
M) b office tffdav.
aslccd to confer wits one of District
Attorney whitman's assistant, in re- Ejionse to a subpoena, and It was m-- ,
seated that ..'ohn Doe proceedings
-

m'.,ht result

'as shot In the left arm, and nearly
lost it. .
No officer In the southwest proba-man- y
M'ly is better known than Ben Wil-th- e
and few, if any, have longer
j liains.
rwrds. Ho has been an officer prac- 1'''" Iv 3II bin life and knows every
phittm of his profession. As chief of
the r;mti'. Ve' special pprvice he has
!
ten a v.;imblf aid to the railway
(company.
I

r
A

have been carried into
more homes by

sent the stocks are very complete.

20c to $1.50 Per Garment

Duffy's
for the past sixty years than
by ail other medicines combined. Prescribed by doctors.
It's what you need. Get it

y

i

'

At most druigists, procer3
and dealers, $l i)0 a larne bottle.
The Duffy Mn?t Whfofcoy Co
Rocheitor, K. Y.
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TOURISTS FIRED WILLIAMSON

PERSONALS
Attorney S. B. Davis, Jr., returned
this afternoon from a short business
'
visit in Santa Fe.
A. D. Higglns left this morning for
Mora where he will be on business
for a short time.
R. R. Archer, representataive of the
a
Albuquerque Morning Journal, was
business visitor here today.
D. A. Clouthier of the Clothier Auto
company of Springer, was a business
visitor in Las Vegas today.
'
P. M. Hughes of Solano came in
last night for a short business visit
here. He Is the postmaster at that
place.
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Bursell of Guy-maOkla., are visitors in Las Vegas
for a few days. They arrived in the
city last night,
Mr. and Mrs. S. B. Rohrer left last
where they
night for Topeka, Kan.,
will visit with relatives and friends
for the next few days.
Mrs. J. Council and baby returned
this afternoon from Oklahoma, where
they have been visiting relatives for
the past several weeks.
F. H. Burt, H. L. Barnes and A.
Debolln of New York passed through
Las Vegas this morning in an automobile on their way to California.
R. C. Coffman and C. B. Coffman
of Toplar Bluffs, Mo., passed through
Las Vegas this morning in an automobile on their way to Bisbee, Ariz.
Dr. M. P. Pes Marals, accompanied
returned
by O. B. Shaw of Chicago,
this afternoon from a two weeks' trip.
He visited Chicago and parts of Oklahoma on his" trip.
W. M. Jones, formerly employed on
this division of the Sants
or
way company, left this afternoon
this, 'T2 ci home at Wlnslow
where he is employed. He has been
visiting in Las Vegas for the past
two months.
J. J. Cassidy of Mora left this
morning for his home after having
been a visitor here for the past two
Mrs.

days.

Cassidy,

who

accom-

panied him here, left last night for
Philadelphnia, where she will visit
for 'the next few weeks.
T. A. Johnsen, accompanied by his
brother, James Johnsen, returned this
afternoon from Dawson, where they
have been assisting in the burial of
the miners killed by the explosion.
Mr, Johnsen stated this afternoon that
up to this morning 195 bodies had
been removed: from the mine and
buried.
Traveling in private Pullman "Federal" Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Craven and
Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Pierce, all of Los
Angeles, passed through Las Vegas
this afternoon on their way to New
York, where 'they will spend several
weeks. Mr. Craven is a wealthy banker of Los Angeles and has passed
T
eairortll tllTlAa Thia.u
UlnmSU XjCLO Unna
tcjao
trip is a pleasure jaunt, as Mr. Craven
c

classed it.

,

S'i'p colliding! you rack the lung
and worrv the body. BALLARD'S
HOKE HOUND SYRUP checks irritaand
restoreR
tion, heals the lungs
comfortable breathing. Price 25c, 50c
and $1 00 per bottle. Sold by Central
Tiros Co - Adv.

ON BY ANGRY

ABLE TO RAISE

AUTOMOBILIST ADVISES TRAVEL
ERS TO STEER CLEAR OF
WALSENBURG '

That it Is dangerous for automobile
tourists to travel in parts of Colo
rado wheer the strike is now raging,
was the substance of a statement
made this morning by P.N. Burt of
New York, who arrived in the city
last night In an automobile on his
way to California. Mr. Burt stated
that the strikers use no judgment,
and are likely to molest any party
passing through. He advised the local garages to warn all northbound
tourists to take the route that goes
to La Junta after reaching Trinidad,
and to steer clear of Walsenburg and
,

tas Vegas last

night with one of the lamps on his
automobile smashed as a result of
being a target for the strikers at
Ludlow.
He was traveling with his
wife, and, while passing through LudHis wife barely
low, was attacked.
of the strikone
when
death
escaped
ers' bullets went through her hat.

MOBY

OFFERS PRIZE

FOR SUBSCRIPTIONS
THE FAT COMEDIAN SAYS HE JS
INTHT RACE TO MAKE FIELDING WINNER

PASSING
' ACCUSED
OF
WORTHLESS CHECKS IS IN
ALBUQUERQUE JAIL

MAN

Williamson, who waB apprehended by the Albuquerque authorities last week at the request of Chief
of Police Ben Coles, on the charge
of uttering worthless checks here, is
still in jail, according to information
received here. Williamson has been
burning up the wires at the Duke Citj
trying to get assistance, but up to the
present time he has realized only $8,
which barely covered the cost of his
telegrams.
Williamson la confident that ho
can raise the money. Yesterday af
ternoon he requested that he be al
lowed to. go at large under guard as
he has business to transact in Albu
querque. It is not known whether or
not he was allowed this privilege. If
the money can not be raised It Is
possible that he will be returned to
Las Vegas for trial,
Chief of Police Coles was under
the impression that the man who
cashed a bogus check in Santa Pe
last Friday was in Las Vegas yesterday, but not having any information
from the Santa Fe officials could not
make the arrest. Information was received this morning that the same
man who pulled off the stunt in Santa Fe was working in Albuquerque
last Saturday and there cashed two
checks for $12.85, the exact amount
of the check he- - passed In Santa Fe.
The checks were cashed In Albuquerque saloons and the officers are
still looking for the man.
It is quite possible that the man
wanted was in Las Vegas yesterday
but the officers of both Albuquerque
and Santa Fe asked for no assistance
in the matter, and Chief Coles could
not make an arrest He questioned
the suspect who said he was a Santa
Fe operator in a town south of Albu-
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Mr; Voun g Man
Dq you care for style

SSdSa&dJ
Shoes
I i
i- -

lothes

recognized as the best the world over, designed and made
especially for the young man. with the style andjsnap that
does all that can be given good clothes. We have them in
blue, brown and the new shades of gray and black and white
mixture, all wool, strictly hand tailoredguaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction or a new Suit, at

EVEN THOUGH
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Won
W. Springer

3

J. Danziger
H. Raynolds
C. W. G. Ward
J. Harris

2
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BUY, COHE IN AND LOOK

PeICe (Clothing
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PEOPLES BANK

.

TRUST CO.

CAPITAL

$114,000.00

Lost pet.
. 0
1.000
o 1.000
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,1
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1

1

C. H. Bally
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0

Nolette

0

1
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.333
.500
.000
.000

2

.000

1

1
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ARE GO il! OIISHOULD DE LUXE SERVICE

TROUBADORS

coin

Last night at the Elks' club the C.
W. G. Ward team was defeated by
the Springer team by 93 pins In a
fast game. The highest score rolled,
wah made by Harry Martin with 512
pins. This score is tho highest that
has been rolled in the league series.
The opposite honors went to J. Stern
with 225 pins.
A change has been made in the
lineup of the Ward team, Ted Hay-wartaking R. F. Johnson's place,
Johnson having retired. Mr. Ward
was unable to play last night, being In
Mora on court business.
Tomorrow
night at the club the Harris and No
lette teams will bowl. The official
score of last night's game is as fol
'

'
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LAS VEGANS WILL HAVE ANOTHER CHANCE TO HEAR TALENTED MUSICIANS

-

...

87

133

loi

Hayward

...116
...146

117
187

137
123

290
370
406

602

(22

640

1864

McWenie

SANTA FE

LOOKS

'

xRolled for Springer,
! Rolled
for Shupp.

FOR A LARGE

xxRoll;! for Ward.
GATHERING

OF METHODIST

MEN

Indianapolis, Oct. 28. Three thousand delegates, representing the clergy
and lay members of the Methodist
church In the United States and in
n
many other, countries crowded
hall this morning when the
National Convention of Methodist
Men, the first of its kind ever held,
was called to order for its first session.
The convention will continue
until Friday and, according to the
program arranged there will be three
sessions daily. The attendance is
thoroughly representative and includes 500 general officers of the
church, including bishops, secretaries,
educators and district superintendents,
1,000 pastors and 1,500 laymen, includ'
ing, oflicers and leaders in local
'
$ churches.
'e
The convention is held under the
"
call of the laymen's missionary movement of the Methodist
Episcopal
s church, with the commission on finance and other official bodies of the
church in active and hearty
All the missionary and benevolent boards of the church are united
!
In the convention to which the problem of its missionary task will be presented In all its phases, alen of nai tional reputation, representing every
phase of church life and service, will
be heard, not only from the Methodist
communion, but some o fthe strongest
lay and clerical representatives of
other Christian bodies will give1 their
assistance.
v The day sessions will be largely de
voted: to conferences cf a practical
character in the furtherance of the
purpose for which the convention was
called.
This purpose is to increase
missionary intelligence and to deepen
spiritual life; to present the definite
responsibility of Methodism both at
home and abroad In relation to other
denominations and Christian agencies;
to adopt a practical denominational
program and policy of advance; to
before the
pla.ee more definitely
new financial plan aa adopted by the
general conference for the church as
a whole and for the local church; to
emphasize the principles and practice
of Christian stewardship as adopted
by the general conference, and to dis
cover and enlist more men for mis
sionary and evangelistic service.
Tom-linso-

TO BEGIN IN

AS THE- -

DECEMBER

WELL,

WE

PROMISED

TO SANTA
FE ANNOUNCES
FIRST
TRAIN WILL BE RUN ON NINTH
OF THAT MONTH

NOT

TELL, BUT HE'LL BE AT THE
HALLOWEEN

CARNIVAL

Those who possess some of the secSince they announced over a month
The Santa Fe de Luxe train will beago that they had secured the1 ser rets of the entertainment which Is gin its third season
December 9.
vices of the Bryan Troubadors for to be given Friday night at the Y. The success of this innovation
In
a concert on the evening of Novem M. C. A. in celebration of Halloween railroading is now an established fact,

'

Root

SEE "DADDY"

WEEK

ber 5, the Elks have said nothing
more concerning this attraction. They
did not need to do so. Several hundred people heard the Troubadors
when they were here last fall. They
enjoyed the concert so well that they
have been telling their friends about
It at intervals whenever they chanc
lows:
ed to hear some piece of popular
Springer Team
music that the Troubadors sang
1st. 2Dd. 3rd. Tot. ever since. Those who heard the
157
414
xJ. Danziger ..140
117
concert last fall are anxious to at156
512
199
157
Martin
tend another performance by the gift155
113
144 ' 412
Omundson
ed Troubadors, while those who
73
62
90
225
J. Stern
missed the attraction a year ago are
102
147
!C. Wertz .....147
396
determined not to lose out this time.
The concert will be given In the
643
697 1957
619
beautiful lodge room of the Elks.
Ward Team
Seats will be placed on reservation
1st. 2ad. 3rd. Tot. within the next few
days. The public
132
402
xxll. Raynolds. 115 155
is advised not to miss this excellent
110
395
147
M. Danziger ...138
;.
attraction.
d

4

1

ociety oran

.S124.81O.03
301,433 22

Standing of the Teams

'

and snap, which brings out the individuality of man, or are
of the minute,
you satisfied with just clothes? Good clothes
with the snap and taste of careful dressers, have won many a
man good positions and caused people to notice you. Don't
be backward on style. Wear the clothes which make you
what you are.
:

.h

THE WARDS LAST
NIGHT IT GOES INTO FIRST
PLACE

BY DEFEATING

"

Are you skeptical about your clothes?

"

Total Resources October 24, 1912
Total Resources October 24, 1913

M. M.

"Daddy" Jacoby, the popuar stage
carpenter and actor wiih the Lubin
Motion Picture company, who hps
been carrying on the campaign for
the election of Romaine Fielding as
the most popular motion picture actor in the United States, has announced that he will give a gold watch to
the woman or man in Las Vegas who
turns' over to him before November 19 querque.
The man wanted was dressed In a
the largest number of subscriptions
to the New York Telegraph. The brown suit, was about 24 yeifrs of
160 pounds, as near
Telegraph is offering a prize to the age and weighed
demost popular "movie" actor, and, ow- as. those who were stung can
shaven
was
clean
him.
He
ing to the liberality of Las Vegas scribe
and a sweater under
people, who believe him to be the and wore a cap,
both
At
coat.
Albuquerque and
his
of
line
in
his
Fielding
work,
premier
himself as
he
Fe
represented
Santa
has been at the lead of the contest
McDonald
for
salesman
a
Jatraveling
ever
since
it
opened.
practically
contractors.
Colorado
coby has been in charge of the work find Company,
here.
RATES WILL RISE
The fat and good natured comedian
adWashington, Oct. 28. In an
has been most successful, but he says
conannual
he has not the time to make a thor- dress to the twenty-fiftNational Association
ough canvass of the residential por- vention of the
today,
Commissioners
of
reason
he
Railway
tion of the city. For this
the Interhas decided to offer a prize to the Chairman E. E. Clark, of
commission declared
person turning in the most subscrip- state commerce
conditions
ideal
transportation
that,
chance
is
a
this
good
tions. He says
an in
without
'could
attained
not be
for the girls and boys to get busy and
rates.
in
crease
Mr.
earn a handsome watch, which
Jacoby will purchase gladly. He asks
Bourbon
Try a dram of Old Taylor
those Interested to see him for parAdv.
Bar.
at
the
Opera
ticulars.

"I

WATCH US GROW

THE

LEAGUE

f

1

BUNCO

LEADS

THE COIN

STRIKERS

Ludlow.
A tourist arrived in

NOT SPRINGER

rs

BUSINESS

are having a hard time to keep from and the demand for space on the
smiling or bursting into a laugh, ap train Is so great that reservations are
parently with no reason for levity. being made two months In advance.
Their friends are beginning to think
The Santa Fe was the first railroad
perhaps they are losing their sanity In America which had the courage
or are suffering from the
s
to charge an excess fare of $25 simof laughing gas.
ply for very fine service. The speed
But even you, reader sophisticated of the train was not taken into con- and "wise" to every
stunt, would sideration in basing the extra charge,
smile did you know the fun that is The big idea behind the
has
in store for you.
If you could see been, not how fast, but how fine.
'"Daddy" Jacoby In the makeup of i The number of passengers is limit-th- e
but we forgot, we promised, not ed to 60, because this makes possible
tell the public any more than that', a more Individual service In the din- the popular motion picture actor had lng car. The train carries a lady's
agreed to appear on the program,
You would laugh and hcuckle im- - and a stenographer.
Bathing faclll- no comfort or
are
ties
and
did
the
know
you
moderately
provided,
funny
comedy stunts the Hite brothers, for luxury of modern home life Is mlss- merly with a circus, Intend to put on lng.
I
The de Luxe is the only extra-farin their tumbling act
Frank Hull's Hogan's Alley will brain between Chicago and Los An- contain many sights that will amuse geles via any railroad. It makes the
you. Doubtless you will be" thrilled 2,263 mile run in 63 hours, although
when you find what you have run it crosses four mountain ranges and
that takes time.
into in this palace of laughs.
The Elks, who have selected a All the cars are new and bull ".:
bowling team to play a matched game tirely' of steel. They are heat
and illuminated by electiv i'v.
of boxball with the Y. M. C. A. bowlers, are taking a considerable inter- There are four Pullmans; two ar
est in the affair. Martin, McWenie,
Strass and two other star bowlers one is a campartment car, and one a
car with observation parare scheduled to represent the Elks.
but as- lor and large rear platform. A c!u!
They are sharks at
sociation men say they are likely to car and a dining car are also carrieci.
l. The meals
are served by Fred Harbe surprised when they tackle
Later on, the Y. M. C. A. bowl- vey.
After December 9 the train wiil
ers will play a game of ten pins with
leave Chicago each Tuesday during
the Tlks at the latters clubhouse.
Everybody is requested to remem- - the winter except the Tuesday before
ber the date. ' Don't think this affair unnstmas. For tne eastoound trip it
is the ordinary Halloween party or will leave Los Angeles on the same
social.
It's something entirely new. j day of the week.
his story.
You will be highly pleased and
ing will occur to bore you.
Women Need Health
and Strength
g
womThe work of a
an makes a constant call in her
BIB PARCEL POST
strength and vitality, and sickness
comes through her kidneys and bladder oftener than she knows. Foley
Kidney Pills will invigorate and reBUSINESS
store, her, and weak back, nervousness, aching joints and irregular bladder action will all disappear when
EAST LAS VEGAS POSTOFFICE Fo'pv Kidney Pills are used. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
HANDLES 2,205 PACKAGES
after-effect-

de-Lu-

j
j

j

e

:;

ten-secti-

ten-pin-

NEW EQUIPMENT
IS BEING OR
DERED FOR RUSH TO THE
COAST IN 1915

That the Santa Fe Railway company
making prepaartions on a large
scale for the coming Panama-Pacifiexposition was stated today by C. B.
Strohm, general superintendent of the
transportation department of all the
lines controlled by the Santa Fe
Mr. Strohm is on his way; to Califor
nia from Chicago and Is traveling in
a private car attached to train No.
1.
He was accompanied, ;besides his
wife by H. A. Appleton, chief clerk
to Vice President Storey, and his pri
vate secretary. Mr. Strohm will be
on the coast only a short time.
"The Santa Fe has ordered 150
coaches to be used durnew
Panama-Pacifi- c
rush, and
the
ing
ob
these will be the most
tainable." said Mr. Strohm this after
noon. ' As fast as possime, we coasi
lines are being double tracked so that
when the rush comes we will be pre
pared. We anticipate one of the big
gest business years in our history in
1915," continued Mr. Strohm.
Mr Strohm stated that there was
little interest in the Trinidad strike
In the east, and that it appeared
there to be more of a noisy squabble
than anything else. He stated that
the Dawson mine disaster caused
considerable: interest, in;!Chlcago.
is

c

all-ste-

INCREASED

RATES

STAND

Washington, Oct. 2S. In holding
today that a proposed increase in the
freight rates in potatoes, averaging
about twof cents a hundred pounds,
from Oklahoma points to the Rocky
Mountain territory, was justified, the
interstate commerce commission iaia
down this significant general princi
ple:
"If when viewed in the light of
those considerations which enter into
proper rate making, a particular rate
is fair and just for the service per
formed, the price at which the ship
per markets his product cannot be
accepted as the controlling factor in
fixing the rate."

When your food does not digest
well and you feel "blue,'' tired and
FIGHTS FOR TONIGHT
(Hsconrasred, von should use a little
HERBIXE at' bedtime.
Gunboat Smith vs. Charlie Miller,
It opens the
bowels, purifies the system and re 10 rounds, at New York.
stores a fine reeling of health and en
Joe Rivers vs. Frankie TAnssell, 10
Try. Price 50c. Sold by Centra!
"
at New Orleans.
rounds,
Adv.
Co.
Drug

box-bal-

noth-jdouh-

Home-Keepln-

g

home-keepin-

'HERE

'

Adv.

IN 15 DAYS

CONFESSES TO MURDER
The East
postoffice has
Louisville, Ky., Oct. 28. Superinjust completed its report on the in tendent Peyton of the Jeffersonville,
Ind., reformatory, gave out a statevestigation conducted during a
period in which complete data on the ment here today that Meande Barr,
number of parcels handled and( their who was a prisoner, had confessed
average weight was secured. ; The to the murder of Florence Brown la
report will be submitted to the post- a Dallas, Tex., office building last
office department at Washington.
July. Major Peyton said the officiala
period all parcels
During the
dispatched to each zone were weighed Stomach Trouble and Constipation
Cured
Individually, and the amount of post- j
An
noted..
was
"I was sick for three years with
approxi
age required
mate figure also was made or the stomach trouble and constipation,- doc- time required for the handling of Uored continually with different physi- each parcel.
cians, with only temporary relief,"
The parcels handled during this says Mrs. Hester Waite, of Antwerp,
period weighed on an. average of two Ohio. "".'A friend advised me to try
pounds and two ounces eaclu There Chamberlain's Tablets, which I did,
were 1,519 parcels dispatched during and continued to use thera for one
this time. Parcels coming in num- - year, and they completely cured me.
bered 786. The total number received not otliy of, the stomach trouble but
ana uispatcnea was z,zui, si oi wma alfo of the constipation." For sale
parcels being insured. Practically all by' all dealers. Adv.
the parcels received at the local ofKANSAS COLLEGE JUBILEE
fice were delivered by the carriers.
Manhattan, Kan., Oct. 23. ManhatThis report shows that the parcel
post department of the postal service tan is a mass of pay colors and is
is doing a big business and is also ready for the great event in her !
for today was iniuuratd t i
handling it in a capable way.
golden
jubilee ceM -- at on cf t j
Kansas Agriculture " V
BURNS CHARGE DROPPED
- !
'
Calgary, Alia., Oct 2S. Tommy celebration will 1 ,t t' iv
'
last
the
v
i
who
wil
be
fight
attended
' ' '
Burns,
promoted
and ties. Including Goenior If '
May between Luther McCarthy
t !
Arthur Pelkey, will not have to face the leading eJkicatM f t
it
trial in connection with the death of Today was
a .
McCarthy, which occurred In the prize Day" and was d c' 1
ring during the bout. Thia was an- of the history of t"
1
nounced today by Crown Prosecutor result it has acf i
SO
Short.
.
years of its e .!. .
Las-Vega- s
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y
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OF SPECIAL MASTER'S
HATS OF FRUIT AND POSIES
SALE
Slate of New Mexico, Fourth Judicial Color of tho Rainbow, It Is Said, Are
to Appear on the Future
District, County of San Miguel. In
Millinery.
the District Court.
NOTICE

John

M.

Marls,
riaintlff,

Every man has heard his wife or
slater, or maybe his aunt, remark, as
she glanced out of the window:
"Will you just look at the hat on
that woman? Suppose I wore such a
riot of colors on top of my bead. I
wouldn't mind If you refused to recognize me on the street if I was diked
out that way."
Well, the woman of your household
will change her mind pretty soon and
wear the colors of the rainbow on her
hair. The Futurist painters of Paris
have inspired the new fashion. These
painters are weird in their Ideas of
form and simply mad as to, color.
Therefore, Mme. New Yorker will
wear hats of no particular shape or
form and in color combination as to
For inbe too daring to believe.
'
stance, with a hat of picot Btraw,
leghorn or horsehair will be seen
bright blue, cerise, indigo, and emerald combined with Spanish yellow.
One creation shows red, violet, green

No. 7547.

vs.

Earle A. Klefer and
Nellie M. Klefer,
Defendants.
Whereas, In that certain action In
the District Court of the Fourth Judicial District of the State of New
Mexico, sitting within and for the
County of San Miguel, wherein John
M. Marls la plaintiff and Earle A.
Klefer and Nellie M. Klefer are defendants, said cause being numbered
7547 on the docket of said Court and
said action being, among other things,
upon a certain promissory note executed and delivered by the said
to the plaintiff, and for the
foreclosure of a certain mortgage
made, executed and dellveerd to tho
eald plaintiff to secure the payment
f the said promissory note, the said
plaintiff on the 3rd day of October, A.
D. 1913, obtained Judgment against
the said Earle A. Klefer and Nellie
M. Klefer for the sum of One Thousand Two Hundred Twelve and
Dollars, and for
($1212.50)
the costs of said action to be
taxed by the clerk of the court
And said plaintiff also obtained further a decree of foreclosure and order
of sale of the real estate and premises described and included In sa il
mortgage and as herein after describ-

and yellow.
Among the favorite shades will be
"Bishop purple," bright yellow and
"letter-bo-

red."

Fruit and flowers iWlll come back In
favor as trimmings, and the apple, In
all shades of green, red and yellow,
will be held In special honor. Achlo
spring model Is a black hat with two
apples, one green and the other yellow. Plums, cherries and peaches will
also Ue used by milliners.
Ribbons, which were banned in
v.omen's hats last year at the same
time as flowers, will come Into their
own again for decorative purposes
New York Journal.

50-10- 0

ed.
And, whereas, the costs of said District court, as taxed by the clerk

thereof are the sum of Nine and

x

AS

DONE WITH

THE

0

Shadow Photographs Produced With
Fidelity by the Use of an
Electromagnet,

Dollars, making the aggregate sum for
which plaintiff has Judgment In wtfd
ause the sum of Twelve Hundred
Dollars, toTwenty Two and
this advercosta
of
the
with
gether
tisement and sale.
And, Whereas, in said judgment and
decree I am commanded to sell the
following described real estate and
premises situate In the County of San
Miguel, State of New Mexico, and described as follows,
The certain lot, tract and parcel of
land and real estate situate, lying and
being in The Las Vegas Grant in tbe
County of San Miguel, State of New
Mexico and more particularly described as follows:
The northeast quarter of Section
Thirty-fou- r
(34), Township Sixteen
'(16) North, Range Nineteen (19) East
of New Mexico Principal Meridian,
containing One Hundred Sixty aires,
more or less.
Now, Therefore, notice Is hereby
given that on Monday, tbo 5th day
f January, A. D. 1914, at 10 o'clock
fn the forenoon of said day, at tbe
East front door of the Court House
in the town of Las Vegas, County of
.3an Miguel, State of New Mexico, I
will, in obedience to the said order
of sale and decree, sell to the highest bidder for cash the above described premises and real estate, or as
much thereof as may be necessary to
aatlsfy said plaintiff's judgment and
interest and costs.
W. J. Lucas, East Las Vegas, N. M.,
attorney for plaintiff.

GREAT WRITER

Masculine Lines Adopted for the Newest Wraps That Have Taken
Popular Fancy.

Charles Dickens, Like the Avtt,
Youngster, Had His Dreams of
Becoming a Pirate.

WM. G. HAYDON,

Need Not

When the witnesses had recovered
from their fright they pelted the head
When your food does not digest with stones and sticks. It winked iti
well and you feel "blue," tired and eye stoically, not to say philosophical
discouraged, you should use a little ly, and calmly ducked beneath the wa
HERBINE at bedtime. It opens the ter and was seen no more.
towels, purifies the system and re
Some there were prosaic enough tc
stores a fine feeling of health and en say it was a crocodile or alligator, bui
ergy. Price 50c. Sold by Central others insisted It was a really, trulj
,
Drug Co. Adv.
seashore, summer resort sea Berpent
Anyhow, an alligator or a crocodile
has as little business in the River Cet
KANSAS COLLEGE JUBILEE
a sea serpent. St. Louis Re
Manhattan, Kan., Oct. 28. Manhat- Peres as
public.
Is
tan is a mass of gay colors and
hisready for the great event in her
The Nail on the Head.
the
was
inaugurated
for
today
tory,
Mrs. Horatio Wlnslow of the wealth;
the
of
golden jubilee celebration
Guggenheim family Is an ardent IS u
Kansas Agricultural college. The clallst. She will have none of the
j
celebration will last three days and large allowance offered her by
attended by many celebri father, but makes her living by writ,
wil b
and ing poetry and by selling tracts i."
ties, Including Governor Hodges
Wall street.
state
of
the
xha leadlne educators
Mrs. Wlnslow, apropos of Labo;
as
"College
Was
designated
TndM
day, said to a reporter:
review
a
"Were it not for labor's comblna
Day" and was devoted to
f thn history "of the college and tne tion the working classes would be
the
worse off today than the people o1
results it has accomplished during
India and there's a little story that
50 years of Its existence.
shows us what a state the people oi
India are In.
"A little girl, In one of our public
, ncicupss CANNOT BE CURED
,
woi annllnntlnnB. as they cannot schools was asked:
the
" 'What' is the staple food of tU
Teach the diseased portions of cure
There is only one way to
,
people of India?'
ccntnoss, and that is by constitutional
the
little
answered.'
"'Famine,'
girl
an
caused
by
TPinedies. Deafness is
,.fi,.,c,,i mmriitinn of the mucous linTube.
When
Very Bad Indeed.
nc' of the Eustachian
nave a rum
Wilson at a luncheon i
you
inflamed
Francis
i.
is
tniin
j
It; lug sound or imperfect hearing, and Grammercy Park, was congratulat.
on his exquisite French pronunciation
ivben it ia entirely cioseu, uocimess
the inflam'"I've been taken In my time," said
Is 'the result, and unless
mation can be taken out and this tube Mr. Wilson, "for a Parisian. This
restored to its normal condition, shows what perseverance will do. I
.
ha destroyed forever:
a hard, time in tbe beginning f'
nine' cases out of ten are caused by had
I
Fiei'oli
earti
m
an
wl'ch la nothing dui
"
fact In the beginning. I wap
nr. mod condition of the mucous sur
liopcloe as the chap wbeao n'." v.;
.CHtijer said fo him:
Ve will Pive One Hundred Dollars
.:.
"Kereaf'.er,
monsieur, I can
of clearness icausea uy
'i r any ca?-nt bn cured by
ic!) you by correspondence."
"Why?" the pupil asked.
l,V,'3ih Cure. Send for clrcu
' said
"
,' i
the U;n !;. t if
free.
jr - i cfjvr.-- $ CV. Toledo.
csn i'l'tn v. ny, yom pn;ii;:ii'WL,v..
.
,
,
m 7.",n.
,:i::r, vil! ruin rr,in'.' "
PM's
oii.-

place are the most fascinating orna
ments of aigrette type, but effected
f
tulle
very lightly in plisse
On a little black tulle shape, the
crown arranged for all the world like
a mob cap, and set within a narrow
drawn brim that had quite a little
mushroom tendency in front, but gent
ly rolled upwards at the back, a fan
like arrangement of black plisse tulk'
was poised, backed by a similar ar
rangement of white tulle. The affair
rose to an appreciable height, while
right in front there lay, as though ii
had just been flung there, a small bow
of dephinium blue velvet. Queen.
rain-proo-

PRETTY HOUSE GOWN.
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Tried in Australia, but All Engaged
in the Business Are Either Dead
or Paralyzed.
Efforts have recently been made to

Ml

-

lleOLUMN
I1

RATES

CHAPMAN
.
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,

LODGE
A.

p
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NO. 2, A. F. A FRATERNAL

M.

BROTHERHOOD

NO.

Regular com- every Monday night at
municatlon first and O. R C. hall, on Dodging avenue at
kird Thursday in S o'clock. Visiting members are corj eaoh mont&Tlsiting dially welcome. J. C. Wertz, PresiV brothers cordially in-- ' dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C H.
ritsd. Wn. P, Mills,
s .Van Pettra, Secretary. Bally, Treasurer,
ts

'1 XKv"
w.

TOR CLASSIFIED

cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisements charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
Five

a

M.,

LAS VEGAS
COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg-Sla- r
conclave ,ic d

LOCAL TIME CARD

Tii.

onlo Tmpi
KlnkeL 8.

at 7:J . m. Q. h.
C; Cha. Tamme,

LAS VEGAS CHARTER
AL ARCH MASONS

r...,,': vocation

XT?

NO. S, ROY
Regular con- first Mondav In

No. 2.
No. 4.
No
t.
No. 10.

.11:03'

3..

No.
No.

7..
9..

f.

tr. ,

Blood, Secretary

2:05
IMS

.
.

Depart
9:1R

...

.

p,

n

11.'Of. p. m
m
a. m. ..'.2:10
p. m. . 2: 10 p.
m

p.

a

West Bound
Arrive

..

XI.

9:10 p. in.

.

eacn montn at Masonic No.
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H No.

uuuuaiu,

'

as. Bcund
Arrive "

1.

.

Depan
1:20 p. m. i .. 1:45 p. A
ti.iQ a. m.... 6:15 a.
4:110 p. in..'. . 4:30 p. m
6:35 p m : . 7:00 p. n

.

a

.
.

.
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NUMB EH.

and
Twelfth street.

DRESSMAKING
614

WANTED

wn
ATTORNEY
Meets
every
Monday
evenln?
ai
WtAift 6.
their hall on Sixth street. All vWtini
s
HUNKER A HUNKER
brethren cordially invited to attend
F. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G. ; George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys-at-La1. M. Elwood, Secretary; Karl Wertz
New Mexlee
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeierj Las Vegas.
plain sewing. Trustee.
1.

First class cook;

ences required.

Apply

street

Ft.r Sale

725

P. O. ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
Sixth month Elks' home on Ninth
street and
avenue. Visiting brothers
Douglas
are cordially Invited. Gov. Win. J.
Mills, Exalted Ruler;' D. W. Condon,
Secretary.
B.

f

refer-

For

kid-iey-

oince.

AND CAFE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

j

The Jury.
The "gentlemen of tho jury" are
often accused of stupidity, but it is
doubtful if a more pronounced case
can be found than that which occurred
in a remote town in Maine not long

RESTAURANT

LOBBY

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAIN ABI f ALWAYS HANOI

employ white men as pearl divers off
the coast of Australia, and legislation FOR SALE 12 White Leghorn hens,
fiOc.
Inquire 1004 Third street.
for the purpose has been adopted, in
order to more fully open that industry
to Europeans,
FOR SALE Fine fresh milch cow.
But it now appears that the experi
William Harper.
ment has been by no means satisfactory. A very interesting statement on
this subject has recently been made
ffi&mtt
by Captain Taltyoys, who has had wide
experience or jearnng on tne Austra
lian coast. He says emphatically TOR RENT Six room house. 1009
that white divejrs are an impossibility.
Sixth street H. G. Coors.
He had hoped that the white man
would have proved a successful diver,
i'OR RENTT-Cotta- ge
In
desirable
but he says thit, after a very lengthy
neighborhood, newly painted, paexperiment, tbi idea had been abandoned.
pered, electric lights. Low rate.
Phone Purple 5301.
The divers, six or eight of them,
who were brought to Australia by the
master pearlers, from Messrs.; Siebe, BURNISHED ROOMS for
light house
Gorman & Co., and Messrs. Henkie &
keeping. 921 Lincoln.
Co., submarine engineers, about two
years ago, were all either dead or
FOR RENT To lady or gentleman
In view of the further facts alleged,
employed,
comfortable, furnished
there appears to be no scope for white
room; no health seekers. Phone
pearl divers in Australian waters.
Purple 53Q1.
For, as the result of a year's diving,
says Captain Talboys, the best returns
of the white divers did not exceed a
ton, whilst the average yield of an
Asiatic's work was between four and
FOR pure apple cider and good apfive tons.
ples phone Olive 5621. Prices right.
Besides, the Asiatic worked for $10
to $15 per month, plus a commission
on the shell raised, while the white
Foley Kidney Pills Succeed
man received $70 per month, with a
Because they are an honestly made
similar commission, in addition to nediclne that relieves promptly the
s
which the cost of keep for the white (Uttering due to weak, inactive
and painful bladder action. They
man wae about three times that ex
pended on the Asiatic. Far East, it'fer a powerful help to nature In
"lullding up the true excreting kidney
Tokio.
issue in restoring normal action ana
elieving bladder discomforts. TRY
The Lover's Domain.
THEM. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
"You say," remarked the married Drug Store. Adv.
man, "that all the world loves a lover.
But where do you get that stuff?
BANKERS MEET IN CHICAGO
Poetry, eh? If it's poetry it must be
Oct 28 Nearly a thou
Chicago,
true. A poet wouldn't lie.
of the Investment
members
sand
a
loves
lover!
world
"So, all the
of America are
Association
Bankers
There's the fellow who has to sit up
to let the lover in when he comes In attendance at tne second annual
home late. Then there are the people convention of that asnoclation which
at the house who have to sit up until opened here today at the Blackstone
the lover goes home. There, also, are hotel for a session extending over
the people who can hear the lover three days. The association was or
talking through the wall mumble,
in New York city last year
mumble, mumble! But that's all right. ganized
of bettering the condiview
a
with
The fellow is a lover, and all the
tions In tlie in vestmentN banking busi
world loves him!

The clerk of the court addressed the
,
jury:
"Well, gentlemen of the jury, have
you agreed upon a verdict?"
"We have," replied the foreman.
"What say you? Do you find the
at the bar guilty, or not
prisoner
bodice
Though the lines ot this little
guilty?"
ore Dimple, there is a deal of work cd
"We do."
it, as any dressmaker will attest. It
"You do? Do what?"
i.i mailt of white chiffon, laid over
"We find the prisoner at the bar
flesh pin'; chiffon, and is trimmed witi
or cot guilty."
guilty
i ', view
b;:e, corded pipings am
"But, gentleme. you must
buttons. It accompanies
; !;ino3to-.:plain."
tiVii-of dove gray lansdowne
"You see, six of us finds him guilty,
I
t'
is
jin-- tint
ii si!:; and '::
gracsfu and six Cads him not guilty."
and riingk:g m ciiuac lt;t'.
j

OPTIC

T5he

"The clerk at the necktie store likes
to sell ties to a lover. It's easy selling ties to a lover. He takes only an
hour to select one, and then he brings
It back to change it. But the clerk
doesn't mind so long as he's a lover.
"It is time for Mary, the nurse, to
be getting back with the children. But
Mary has a lover, which makes it all
light. A doctor can save the baby if
it catches cold."

'

15he

,

Costly.

pio-ture-

fish.

Special Master.
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Franklin bridge, Forest Park.
The ugly head appeared suddenlj
above the peaceful and conventional
stream which has boasted nothing
more vicious or terrible than craw

A

The English boys of years ago
If the pretty maids at the shore this
summer, or on the steamer if you are there never was any doubt as to
straight American boy& of that or any other
going abroad, wear loose
coats with "no shape or make" to period before or after had romantic
them, do not look surprised even if ideas as to becoming ruthless robbers
you are. For they will simply be by land or pirates on the high seas
is shown by a recently discovered
wearing the newest thing In wraps
the very last word In topcoats.
speech made by ChaYles Dickens and
They are partciularly adapted for reported in the London Times of April
younger girls and women, these new 13, 18G4, from which the following
coatB, and very jaunty they are, with quotation from the London Dickenson-iais taken: "Mr. Dickens said his
a certain boyish style that is most
fetching. Made of the thick, closely first recollections of the northwest of
curled chinchilla cloth, they are suit- London (this was in 1824, when he
able for much hard wear and on many was twelve years old), were connectoccasions when the "wind blows cold." ed with a certain waste plot of ground
for beating
As to the cut, they are quite straight used almost exclusively
shoulders and carpets. The only ornaments of the
with masculine-lik- e
sleeves. They come just below the locality, were a piece of stagnant wahips in that length that is best liked" ter, a few straggling docks and some
this season, and at the waist line stunted greens. With it, however, was
there is an outside belt of the material, associated the romantic story of the
about two inches wide, which is 'Field of the Forty Footsteps,' accordslipped through loops of the material. ing to whicfi a duel had been fought
Another peculiarity Is the fastening, there between two brothers, the forty
for they button through, with buttons dreadful paces over which the victor
and button holes on the edge of the pursued his victim being marked by
coat,! and extending from the throat the withering up of the grass in forty
to the edge of the coat The buttons distinct places. Dickens had often
are quite close together, and shining gone there, he said, accompanied by
an adventurous young Englishman,
pearl affairs about the size of a quaraged eleven, with whom he had inter.
are
of
White coats,
very tended going to the Spanish Mainsuffi-as
course,
fashionable very summery and very soon as ever they could amass
cient wealth to buy a cutlass and a
becoming, but the new blue shades rifle."
soft
the
and
dull
tones)
(those lighter,
The University of London afterward
pretty rose tones are also very smart. was
erected on this site. Dickens as
And maidens whose complexions will
corner
stand the test will like the bright yel a boy in April, 1827, saw the
of laylow coats, for this hue is also included 4 stone laid and "the ceremony
Btone of a new and
first
the
ing
In the list.
splendid public building" of which
Mr. Pecksniff was the architect, as
EASY TO MAKE SUMMER RUGS narrated in "Martin Chuzzlewit," was
a reminiscence of this event.
Artistic Floor Coverings to Correspond
With Any Desired Color Scheme
WHITES POOR PEARL DIVERS
Be

Anv woman may make at very smal'
Is possible to produce, with the
to corre
cost
the most artistic
aid of a magnet, shadow photographs sooiid with any desired rugs
scheme
color
resembling those made by action ot After cutting rags in the usual way,
Either an electromagnet
the
or
and then color
or a permanent magnet will answer sew them hitwill miss,
a blended efThis
them.
produce
the purpose.
tones
of the same color
manv
fect
of
Place a key or other iron or steel
that is very effective. They should
object on the sensitive film of an or- have a border of a good plain corre
then
bring
dinary photographic plate,
sDondin tone with a thread of con
the poles of the magnet near the other
color. These
rags
side of the plate and keep them there trasting
through a bronze green dye, and
for five minutes or more. Upon de- tut
woven with a thread of old gold and a
veloping the plate a shadow picture oi dull
green border are beautiful.
and
the key or other object, as sharp
and white makes a dainty comBlue
well defined as any of the
bination
that, while delicate, will enwill be found.
Another lovely rug
dure
laundering.
or
steel
oi
method
iron
this
only
By
the mixed center
Is
made
coloring
by
be
other paramagnetic substances may
a narrow strip
with
this
buff.
in
Edge
photographed, but if the sensitive side of old rose, and have a border of deep
of the plate is turned toward the mag
with just a
netic poles and a disk of iron nearly shaded brown, edged
other artistic
black.
of
thread
Many
the
on
as large as the plate is placed
to suit th
be
used
combinations
may
other side then shadow pictures of anj
taste.
on
the
placed
nonmagnetic objects,
sensitive Aim facing the magnet, ma
be obtained. The operations are, ol BLACK HAT STILL SMARTEST
course, conducted in a dark room.
With an electromagnet capable ol Dominant Color In Millinery, Either
With
Alone or In Combination
lifting a weight of 100 pounds one
scieneist has made such pictures
Shades of a Softer Hue.
with a compound steel magnet weigh'
ing little more than a pound.
Even yet the black hat continues
to attract universal attention, and
when any color is introduced at all it
St. Louis Sees a Sea Serpent.
St. Louis at last has a sea serpen! Is always most tentative. Those exceedingly ugly, hard tulle aigrettes
story!
It the serpent made its appear reminiscent of a baby's rattle, are no
ance in the River des Peres, neai longer to be seen, and arisen in their
y

EG

LOOSE COATS CUT STRAIGHT

It

30-1-

OCTOBER 28, 19f3.

ness. Its recent activities have been
along legislative and educational lines
with relation to currency and hanking
questions, the proposed Income tax
law and' various state laws In regard
to corporations. Among the speakers
at the convention will be James J.
Hill, former president of the Great
Northern railroad, who will speak on
"Railroad Financing of the Future;"
Samuel Insull, president of the Commonwealth-Edison
company of Chicago, who will speak on "Electrical
Financing;" William A. Scott, director
of the school of commerce, University of Wisconsin; Edmund D. Fisher,
deputy comptroller of the City of New
York; George M. Reynolds, president
of the Continental and Commercial
National Bank of Chicago; J. Lau
rence Laughlin, of the University of
Chicago, and many others.
Will O. Richmond, a resident of
CaV. wll answer any inquiries about Foley's Honey and Tar
He says further "Foley's
Compound.
Honey and Tar Compound has greatly

benefited me for bronchial trouble
and cough, ster I used other remedies that failed. Tt Js more like a
food than a medicine," Do not accept a substitute. O. G. Schaefer and
Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
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This elegant Rogers'

vSilver Spoosi

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets In
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the

-i-

f you use

til EMPRESS
i

,H

first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Fiers-maPresident; A. D. Tillman, Finan
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street.
East Las Vegas, N. M.

FLOUR

n,

Meets second an.
fourth Thursday
evening eacl
month at W. O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Howard T
Davis, Dictator; P. A. Linn Secretary

It 's giving you

a present for doing something
you 'd do tany

L. O. O. MOOSE

I. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 54",
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tue
day of the month in the vestry roonu

!n)
j-

-

c

ill
1

Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock l
Visiting brothers are cordially ir
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charl
Greenclay, Secretary.
of
m.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
Love at Woodmen of ths World hall
on the second and fourth Mondays ot
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart
Sonsul;. G. Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W
Visitint
Local Deputy.
Montague,

way when you
learn how Much

O

i

iS

;

1

5

Y

Better EMPRESS
FLOUR really is.
Made by GER- MAN PROCESS 1
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
FIVE
STAMPS
BRINGS YOU THE
SPOON
IT 'S
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

SILVER
FRENCH.

members are especially welcooe an!
cordially Invited.

GREY (STERLING) FINISH

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS, COUNCIL NO. 804. Meets second and
' urth Thursday In O. R. C. hall,

Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devlne,
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

EMPRESS
can be ob-tained in this city from

ALL GROCERS

RETAIL PRICES

-

20c per 100 lbs
25c per 100 lbs.
30c per 100 lbs.

or More, Each Del very
to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lis., Each D ivery
Less than 50 lb., Each Delivery

2,000 lbs-- ,
1,000 lbs.,
200 lbs.,

40c

per

100

50c per 100

lbs.

lt

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, atorers, and Distributors of Natural tee, the Purity
lasting Qualities ol Which Have Made Las Vegan lamoua.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

a

s
Are Best

Market Finders
thoae

srca

out the people m wnom among at
worth most
who MIGHT BUY the particular thlaj

Classified

4i.

yoo wan to sell Is WORTH SAOWI Mb
woald aevr
nd
ada. In this Mwspaper

Thai property
who reads

tie

your property unlesa it were advertised

r.

hor

Others- - who read and ana rer adi. In this aewrwper waat (ai
are anxious u pay each for) books, automobiles, tscd EJteala??
and furniture, article! of 'a ulness f say sort, and masieai &

strumeat.
Aa the classified ads, ars read by all otiti bsycas, of all o
albls sorts of thins, they Hare eont to b llEdsrs or lb bm jrat.
'
)
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CLEVER". TRICK

How Knowledge of Ventriloquism
Saved Day at Auction

Sale.
ULMAR.
"Bob, I would give up my life to
save you can't I do something to
JielpT"
Bob Ralston bestowed a fond and
By GENEVIEVE

gentle glance upon the speaker.
Never was there a more earnest, loyal
friend than this same Ned Melvin, and
no one knew It better than Bob. A
who
reckless, impetuous
had run away from home halt a dozen
times, who had been itinerant actor,
tramp, book agent, what not, there
was a germ of the rarest humanity in
Ned and he had a heart of gold.
"You are a royal good fellow, Ned,"
tald Bob "never a better. You can
help me. The Leslie Art works are
to be sold out at auction within an
hour. I want you to take this pocket-booThere's a thousand dollars in
ne'er-do-we-

ft"

"'"Whew, all that money! and you'll
trust me with it?"
"Like a bank!" replied Bob staunchly. "You are to go to the auction and
eeet every bid up to thafcJmit.

i

"I'll try to hard."
"I don't know what may be bid
Blaybe $1,000, maybe $5,000. If you
llnd the bids running up, try all you
Jan to hinder, to delay the sale. By
the skin of my teeth I may be back
!n time". Just one thing, Ned: I can't
itop to explain now, but an old man's
life, a young girl's happiness, perhaps
ill my own future, depend upon my
being the successful bidder."
With the words Bob Ralston flashed
into an automobile and was gone,
teavlng Ned holding the pocket-booto his hand, looking solemn, worried,
ixcited, all at once. Ned had heard
that his cousin would be In the city
that morning, and had spent his last
k

lent coming over to greet the best

triend he had in the world.
Ned did not at all understand the
lituation, for Bob had no time to explain. It was a peculiai one. Bob
lad arrived in town only two hours
revious after an absence of a year,

t (a&SHA i try" u f i icr

the premises. Terms

will be strictly
cash. What am I bM?"
GOO
"T'-vhunfir." c;jl'ars."
the
An untidy r:vn who
made illn tender.
typical junk
The Tipton agent directed at him a
withering and contemptuous glance Old Time Relics That Remind Ona
and said coolly:
of Holland.
"Fifteen hundred dollars."
Ned
His
Poor
groaned inwardly.
heart sank as he realized that he had Ancient Structures
Stay on the Jc'j
been put out of the race almost at the
in Spite of Their Advanced Age
start No More Like Them in the
"Fifte.'n hundred dollars!" cried the
United States.
auctioneer, hc.:amcr liun.d, "I am offered "
New York "Is this Holland?" asked
"Sixteen," interrupted him.
"Two thousand dollars" calmly sup- .v
boy from New York of
plemented the man from the Tipton's. ,is mother as he saw an old windmill
"Two thousand," repeated the auc- j a Cape Cod when he alighted from
tioneer. "I hear it once are you all '.w. train.
done? It is twice. Two jthousaiid dolAnd well he might ask this question,
lars "
these mills, now valuable
"Twenty-flv- e
remind one of scenes in Hoi-...ihundred."
Ned had slunk out of.r-ew.
the awkward-lookinA solsquare
emn faced man had
made oses supported from the ground by
the last bid. (Immediately, too, it ap- a.aiiB of posts with great fans co.v
with their tops.
peared, a fat old fellow opposite him
named "three thousand."
One of the greatest spectacles on
"Four thousand," snapped the Tip- Cape Cod is its old mills. There are
ton man.
onljp a very few of these; they are
"Five," came tranquilly from he ol not found in every village, by any
means. A canvass shows that there are
the grave .visage.
"Six," as prom-fl- y
proceeded from only a mere half dozen ou the cape;
v..
ore tq mere like thm iti t!y
the direction of the fat i.i.'.ividuaL
The man from Tipton s hurriedly t'uitcu States.
Years ago these structures were
drew out his pocket-book- .
He glanced
uii: for the purpose of grinding corn
it over, frowned, and spoke out:
j
to merl, or pumping salt water in'o
"Will you accept a check?"
.loduu vats to manufacture salt by
"Certified by the bank, yes," nodded
; '.'oration. Although the salt works
the uc.'Jlv.ieer."I cau arrange that. Give me time.
appeared many years ago, and n.3t
,
I have only $5,000 in cash, but can bid i ihe mills cannot he used tor
in
more
thoir
are
worth
to
they
he
bolted
up
any amount," and
v':nt state than at the time thrc
from the place.
Summer residents, for the
.(! built.
"Six thousand dollars," rattled on
part, have bought these mills and
the auctioneer. "Time and tide wait
them removed to secluded spots,
for no man."
Ju re
they will be free from devatta- "Seven."
n.
"Eight."
There are mills in- the villages of
"Ten."
rwichport, Brewster, Chatham, Yar
Twen"Twenty" everybody stared.
r.ulhport and Dennis, and one on
ty thousand dollars? Preposterous!
tucket island.
The auctioneer directed a marveling
The oldest is at Harwichport, and if
look at the fat man, who was staring
Town as "Baker's mill." This one is
indifferently about him.
r.id to have been built in 1690. There
"Twenty twenty!" he shouted. "Do
I hear twenty-one- ?
No? Then sold ia only a very few shingles on its
to cash. Step up to my clerks, sir, .'.ilia at present, and to the casual
..allor It looks only good for kindling
and close the transaction."
r.od.
"Were you speaking to me?" inAt Brewster there ie one of these
man.
fat
the
quired
nills which is still In good working
bid
this
in
prop"Certainly, you
Its owner, Henry Hopkins, a blackerty "
does a great portion of his work
"Me!" ejaculated the fat man. "Non- smith,
vit.h
He saws all his fire wood with
sense! I haven't spoken a word since as it.
power, grinds grain in large quanI entered this room."
makes cider during the fall,
"Then I accept your bid," said the tities,
ind uses its force in many other waye.
auctioneer, turning to the solemn Summer visitors are often entertained
faced man.
for hours at a time watching it work.
"I made no bid," waB the instant Mr.
Hopkins is able to grind a hundeclaration.
dred bushels of grain in an eight-hou- r
There was a vast hubbub. It was
when there is a fair breeze. Deten minutes before it was guessed ?ay the fact
that ordinarily it takes
spite
same
mlschievlous
that
ventriloquist
In the crowd had played a clever trick
on the auctioneer.
Then the bidding was resumed. Ned
had etepped forward again.
Every
minute gained was' precious time for
dear Bob, but the bids ran up beyond
the thousand.
It was at $1,500 that the auctioneer's "Going! going!" was echoing
out, when there was a sharp whir outliitiXJl!
side and a moment later Bob Rayston
dashed into the room "sixteen hundred," "eighteen hundred," "twenty
hundred," "and sold to ?" "Robert
Ralston." The breathless representative from the Tipton's dashed into th'3
place just as the hammer fell.
"I got all the money I needed from
my friend," Bob related later, "but if ii
you hadn't learned ventroloquism amid $h f
your varied travels, Ned, and delayed
Old Mill at Brewster.
that auction sale, my dream of happl-ues- s
would have been blasted."
"So I'm some good after all," said a ten or twelve horse power ' engine to
turn a saw with sufficient speed to
Ned Melvin proudly.
saw logs into firewood, the owner cute
W.
1913,
G.
Chapman.)
by
(Copyright,
ail his wood without difficulty and does
ii. as quickly as he could with an enUSE OF PHRASE EXPLAINED
gine.
The mill has four "fans," each of
Writer Denies Effort to Make Capital ahich is about fifteen feet long and
Out of the Disaster That Befell
nix feet wide.
On these are stretched
the Titanic.
strips of tough canvas; these form the
"sails." Each fan is set at a slight
"Lest I may be supposed to have angle, so that the wind blowing
made literary capital out of a disaster Against it forces it over. It is made
still painfully fresh in the minds of oa the same plan as a common windreaders on both sides of the Atlantic," mill. The mill is faced toward the
writes Hrs. Georre de Horse Vaiacy, wind, so that the whole force comes
tnthcr cf "The Tntao-'- n Lovr," "I igainst the surface of the canvas. The
thovili l!ke to re?ov,".t the followir whole mill itself sets upon a sort of a
"railroad track," the wheete turning
rpfhr striking coincident'
"On the 14th of April of lat yea", I the structure to the desired point. It
was engaged in writing the dertertpil;-;is wonderful with what ease these
of a collision, at sea in which the hero- in ills are turned; it requires only a
ine of 'The Unknown Lever' luye.! a i.;i;ht pressure of a wooden stick to
part, and after some he: Uaiiou es 1c whirl the mill. When it is set at the
the most expressive wed to
desired angle and all is ready the
v;rotp tLe sentence which. nr'T'rip.:'' fens are unchained, and 'round goes"
rnn as follows:
the wheel. Inside there is a rumbling
o.'.t sound much like that of distant thun"'Mercifully tt is hot ovu
of many thousands who is called upin der, a speeding freight train or the
to undergo so titanic an expnrien :e. whir of a revolving paddle wheel on a,
.
.
,
steamer. TU? mI11 shakes
"Some hours later my husband re- considerably, and anyone who hapturned home and told me the awful pens to be in it rushes out the door
news which had that day thrilled t'.io all except the owner, who smokes a
world the collision and foundering of pipe and acta as though he was enjoythe Titanic on her maiden voyage. ing himself immensely.
The mill is alBO made to tarn grind"Many weeke elapsed before I could stones, separators, washing machines,
bring myself to continue the narrs and the like.
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"The Entire Plant Will

Be

Sold."

:

to claim pretty Ruth Leslie as hi
bride. Where he had expected to
find joy and brightness he had been
met with despair and gloom. Robert
Leslie, the father of his prospective
bride, was on a sick bed, slowly recovering from a severe fit of illness
brought on by anxiety over his business affairs. Mr. Leslie had for years
owned the Art Metal works, a small
An unjust
but 'congenial business.
claim had been foisted upon him by
a rival Tipton & Co. Suit had been
brought, judgment entered while Mr
Leslie was sick, the works had been
closed and the property was now to
be sold to satisfy the claims of creditors.
"It is not the business, for it is only
a small one, although it brought In a
comfortable living," Ruth had sobbed
on her lover's shoulder. "There are
original designs and patterns, though,
that represent half father's life tasks
If he should know that all these are
swept away it would kill him."
"Oh, if I had only known this before!" groaned genorous, tppder-teart-'eBob, and he had hurried away t
meet Ned, had given him rather for
and
instructions
lorn,
hopeless
Jumped into an automobile, and had
offered the chauffeur double, triple,
Quadruple pay If he could make Taun
ton and back within the hour.
For while Bob had thousands Invested in the west he could not hope to
raise a dollar in a hurry. At Taunton,
e
bank
however, there was an
ing friend. It was a question of minutes. The Tipton people would run
up the bidding to any amount to get .ive."
their rival out of the way. For the
'
sake of the girl he adored out of symWhat He Liked.
pathy and respect for her aged parent,
Church Been to Chicago?
Bob must baffle these schemes, if posGotham Yes.
sible.
"See anything you liked there?"
A representative of the Tipton In"Sure."
terest was on hand at the auction, as
"What was it?"
Ned found when he reached
the
"A sign on the railroad station readworks. The auction was being con- ing: 'This way to the New York
ducted in the little office of the plant ".rains.' "
There were over fifty persons present,
most of them curiosity seekers.
Their Sense of Humor.
The auctioneer had made a platform
"Why," asks Gertrude Atherton,
of one box set flat, and a desk of an'should a woman murder'" her
other titled on end. His hammer beat
It's a difficult question,
a tattoo as a call to order.
but our own personal guess is
"The entire plant will be sold with-'ou- t :.iit. most of them are actuated by a
reserve," announced the man with
?r to exploit the delicious fund oi
abe gavel "contents only and lease of :;:."Tior he.y possess.
d

old-tim-

,

hus-jand?- "

Ger-'ni'J-

.
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CONCLUDED SHE LOVED

HIM

Wealth and High Social Position
Didn't Lower Him In Her
Estimation,
"O, mamma! It has really happened
and he young Slmpkins, you know-- he

really O, mamma!"
"Dear child! I thought he stayed
dreadfully long last night He really
proposed?"
"He sure did, and I well, of course,
I told him I would give him my answer later, and he's coming again tonight. What shall I say?"
"It all depends, dear, on whether
you really love him or not, and I
had your father look up his father in
Bradstreet's yesterday and he's Al
there. Your father thinks he is worth
a good million at least, and Edward is
the only child. Of course, if you love
him and "
"He isn't very handsome or "
"My dear child, looks are not everything. Far from it! You know he has
two autos, and one of them a limousine that never cost a penny less than
six. thousand.
"So he has! And papa will never
be likely to get me an auto."
"I doubt it But, of course, you
mustn't think of marrying him unless
you love him, and he would probably
take you to Europe on your wedding
trip, and he belongs to two of the
most exclusive clubs and his family
has the entre to the best society, and
your papa says that he has an allowance of a thousand a month; and of
course, being the only child, he is
Bure to come in for a large fortune in
time, and but do you feel that you
really love him?"
"Yes, mamma. I think I do."
"Dear child! Then accept him when
he comes this evening. Mamma is so
glad that her one little girl can give
her heart with her hand when she
to
marrlesr- - It is so dreadful

marry

without

love,

know."

you

Puck.

PIANO

KEYS

MADE

OF

MILK

Substitute for Ivory Found to Be More
Endurable and Is Extensively
Used in Manufacturing.

It is a little known fact that the
most delightful music at the present
day is produced by playing on milk
says London Answers.
The supply of ivory nowadays does
not, to a great extent, neet the demand. Strange as it may sound, skim
milk forms a substitute. It is used
for making the keyboarls of pianos,
and in appearance this hardened substance is hardly distinguishable from
ivory.
What is more, it is niuch less ex-- ,
pensive, and itB durability nearly double.
Syrolit, as the skim milk ivory is
named, Is a practically new invention,
but at the present time thousands of
gallons of separated milk are daily
transformed into one of the most useful materials of modern Invention.
The milk is not mixed with any other substance, but, after being purified,
it is compressed, so that all the moisture is extracted, and the substanc
becomes hard and dry.
Practically In every part of the
globe this product is now used. It is
turned Into umbrella handles, buttons,
photograph frames, etc. The comb
making Industry especially appreciates
its worth as it can be made to look
like horn. Its noninfiammability it
another of its assets.
i

Too Much Like Home.
Two burglars made all arrange
nients to rob a certain house. The
night chosen for the deed was wet and
One remained on guard at
muddy.

the front, while the other entered and
started upstairs. His boots, which
were wet and very much In jieed of
repair, made a sogging squeak as each
slowly measured step wa3 made. A
female Voice was heard from one oi
the rooms calling to him in a very
authoritative tone:
"You go right downstairs and take
those boots off. I'm tired of having
to clean up mud and dirt after you.
March right down and take them off."
The burglar marched down and
when he joined his companion he
said:
"I can't rob that house, Bill; il
seems too much like home."
To Write Well.

.ide-wheel-

on a Visit.

He Might Go Once.
An elderly gentleman, a stranger in
New York, and not sure of his way,
stopped a young man on Fifth avenue

and said:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

"Young man, I would like very
much to go to Central park."
The young man became thoughtful
for a moment, and then, looking the
old gentleman in the faee, said:
"Well, I don't mind yvmr ?o n;.
Just this ones, but don't ever, era
ask me t? go there agaia"
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For a man to write well, there are
required three necessaries:
To read the best authors, observe
the best speakers and much exercise
of his own style.
In style, to consider what ought to
be written, and after what manner;
He must first think and excogitate his
matter, then choose his words and
examine the weight of either. Then
take care in placing and ranking botb
matter and words, that the composition be comely, and to do this with
diligence, and often.
No matter how slow the style be al
first, so it be labored and accurate;
seek the best, and be not glad of the
GIRL WEEPS SELF TO DEATH forward conceits or first words that
offer themselves to us, but Judge of
Die3 in Hospital When Family Refuses
what we invent and order what we
to Take Her When They Went
approve.

Kansas City. Grieved because her
mother and uncle had gone to Leavenworth to visit a friend without her,
while she was making a call in this
e
city, Miss Mary Harrison, twenty-threyears old, of Sedalia, Mo., died
f t a hotel here. Deputy Coroner J. E.
pansier, who examined the body,
said the girl had wept herself to
death. She died half an hour before
Mrs. Louise Harrison, her mother,
and T. W. Robbius, the uncle, returned
from their trip of a few hours.

03 C3

Over your supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with

o
O

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT
We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office
supplies.
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SOCIAL AND
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BUSINESS CARDS

-

Engraved or printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.

o
o

All work must be perfect before

'V

allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.
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automobile
this evening.

v

at 5:55

lamps

BLUE SERGE SUITS

Regular Spanish' dance Saturday
night at Rosenthal Hall. Adv.

FOR MEN AND YOUNG MLN

Navy blue serjje specially
tailored by

After this date I will not be re
sponsible for any bills contracted by
Howard Kroner. Mrs. H. C. Kroner.

Adler Rochester

Adv.

to sell for

M. Greenberger, proprietor of the
Boston Clothing house, Is Indisposed
today and unable to be at his place
of business.

65c per Basket

wm

;,4

y

Mcvkes our store tha Rug Headquarters for

1

-- Clolliinrj

THE. UNIVERSITY

-t-

Los Vegos IJght

rr

&

Power Co.

via go;--'

Insures Prompt Deliveries at Minimum Expense

Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
satisfy. Durable in construction, teliable in operation cheaper than horse power
- TTfr T7T 1
""' "
,
t
j-

Dl-

MB

'

That the tacky dance to be give
next Thursday night at the Commercial club rooms will be one of the
parties that ever occurred there
Is the general opinion, and great pre
parations are being made for the affair by those who will attend. Many
conspicuous costumes are due to make
their debut on this evening, and, is
announced recently, no person will be
admitted unless he is dressed fit for
the occasion, as this is to be strictly a "hard times" affair. The oldest
of clothes obtainable will be the cor
rect raiment.

VWirv--

.

Investigate its merits and obtain full particule rs from

CHARLES ILFELD COr.lPlfJY,

Agents

Yesterday

OF

EVERYTHING

A full lino of

Fresh Cereals. PettJ)ohn'
Breakfast Food, Grains of Gold, Farinose. Pearl Hominy, Hominy Grits,

Cream of Wheat, Imperial Oat Mea.1,
Quaker Oats, Kellogg's Wheat Bis-

cuit, Kellogg's Corr Flakes. Shredded
Wheat, Post Toaisties, Quaker Puffed
Rice, Quaker Puffed Wheat. Quaker
Corn Puffs and Aunt Jamim&'s Pan
i
cake Flour.

GBAAF

9.

their clothing and breaking their

EATABLE

Jzsst Received

ME

afternoon,' while riding

on Douclas avenue on their motor
cycles, Walter Cayot and Arthur Baca
met with a slight accident when they
,both fell from their machines, tearing

AT THE HOME OF

TIE BEST

HAYVMRD

CO.

5TOK.:,

ALFRED KELLY
ESCAPE

Take up your RUGS

PT3

the

Floor with the

VACUUM CLPANER

r o rutin

ikitL

j

up c

HAKES

among mothers of good
taste who know the value

of good

that

clothing

XTRAGOOD

represents
a perfect combination of
style, qualty and alue you
will find in no other childs
suit. Your boy's suit should
do more than merely clothe

V,

Capital, $100,000; Surplus and Undivided Profits, $25,000.

In every department of Banking we
- sire prepared to give the best

of service

--

him

along

interest Paid on

Time Deposits

conventional

lines, it should worthly represent him and you can
best accomplish this by

1,050

FULLY EQUIPPFO AT YGilH

000R

clothing him in an

XTMGQOn
Suit.

The Styles and Fabrics shown by us for Fall
N

are handsomer than ever
before.

CREEIHGEI)

j

For Particular

Telephone Mnin 35

stand occupied by 600 persons
lapsed. The attraction was the
Giants baseball game.

vm! iu. i.as Vegas
this morning thit
fred Kl:,- and
another prisoner at the state penitentiary escaped from that institution
last night and are now at large in
the state. Kelly was sent to prison
-

;

17-2-

FITCH IS LUCKY
North Platte, Neb., Oct.
Fitch of Kirksville, Mo., drew No. 1
In the drawing for
government lands
In the North Platte
and Niobrara
2S.-M- arion

Phone Main 344.

Co

Wm. WJhalen, Prop.

that scores of spectators were injured
today when a section of the grand

v.'ord was re

said meeting.
Respectfully yours,
H- C. DE
BACA, Sec'y.

Las Vegas Automobile S Macbioe
ACCIDENT AT TULSA
qhicago, Oct. 28. A special to the
Daily News from Tulsa, Okla., states

THE MAN WAS SENT FROM LAS
VEGAS FOR IMPERSONATING
AN OFFICER

about a year ago from. Las Vegas for
obtaining money under false pretenses
and impersonating an .officer and was
to serve a term of two years.
He posed as a Santa Fe officer in
the local yards, and, after taking all
ithe money, he could from two hoboes,
he forced them to leave town. The
peace officials all over the state have
been notiifed, and Kelly probably will
be captured within the next few
days
He is a brother of Charles Kelly, formerly a policeman here.

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

'

FR05I PRISON

between Eleventh and Twelfth streets
they met the street car. While turning out for the car their machines
turned and swayed on account of the
"
fresh grading at that place, throwing
Las Vegas, N. M.,
them In the dust and jarring them up To the" Stockholders or Komero Minconsiderably.
ing Company:
You are hereby notified that the an'
PHOTOPLAY TONIGHT
nual meeting of the stockholders
of
"A Proposal from the Spanish Don," the Romero
Mining
will
be
Company
Will held at
being the second .story of "Who
the office of William G. Ha7-do- n
the
in East Us Vegas, N. M., NovemMarry Mary?" Don't fail to see
ber 3, 1913, at the hour of 10 a. m.
Mary series. Adv.
Same being the first
Monday in NoSubscribe, for The Optic.
vember and the date fixed by ths bv.
laws of said company for the
annual
Said meeting is called to
meeting.
elect officers and directors for the,
ensuing yeDr, and for such other business as may
properly come before

Have them cleaned o

et n i

cy-

cles. They were riding at a good
clip, arid when they reached the block

ana

i"fuiiirr nrn

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS. N.

-

jol-lie-

-

I

-

-

t

SON

Car-roo-

auto DLtvztiY

arj

II

Agreed

"The University club," which was
organized a few days ago by a number of young men of Las- Vegas who
desire to study and discuss subjects
of general Interest, has Invited Ro- maine Fielding, 'manager of the Lubln
New Mexico Motion Picture company,
to address the organization at. its
of the next meeting) on, the subject: "The
Dr. Miller, superintendent
Santa Fe's New Mexico division hos- Moving Picture As An Educational
pital here, said this morning that C. Force." Mr. Fielding has accepted
L Comstock, who is ill In that Insti the invitationj The meeting will oc
tution, is not suffering from the ef cur at the T. M. C. A. on Friday even
fects of the operation to which he ing, November! 7. The membership list of the UniHe says, Mr.
submitted recently.
Comstock has a duodenal ulcer, which versity club jls not entirely, complete.
has caused him trouble for eight Among those who have joined are
years. This has caused hemorrhage: Rev. J. L. Imh )f, p. H. Le Nolr, H. N.
The hemorrhage Is under control and Northrup, O. C. ZIngg, Frank
G. L. ctrneil and Colbert C.
Mr. Comstock Is improving, though
Root, while others have eignlfed
slowly.
their intentionl of joining. The club
Some time Saturday afternoon a will meet everp two weeks. At each
man in need of a pair of shoes enter- meeting one member will be designated as leader, ile will be allowed to
ed a Santa Fe caboose which was
select the topic for discussion, precom
Lumber
near
Coors
the
standing
his views by means of a paper
senting
pany's yard3 and relieved Brakenian or an
address. The matter thus hav
F. S. Allen of a new pair of Regal
been presented', the members of
shoes that he had purchased the day ing
the club will discuss it, each being
not
discover the
before. Allen did
to present his views. Any
loss until the next day and congratul- required
men caring to join the club should
ated himself that he got out so easily,
consult
P. H. LeNoir of the
as he also had a new suit of clothes Y. M. Secretary
C. A.
In the car and several other articles
of value.

hat's a
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It Is Commonly

4
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J. C. JOHNSEN

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Hallet Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.

CLUB

POPULAR
MOTION PICTURE
DIRECTOR
TO
David Jones, a Mora road farmer,
TELL OF
"MOVIES" AS EDUCATORS
came in this morning with the an-

j

,

BE SURE and SEE OUR NEW FALL LINE

Iff

TO TALK TO

nouncement that within the next
week over two miles of that highway
will be graded and graveled. Tb'.B
stretch, lying between the Harris property and the Jones hill, will be great-Considerable moisture will
improved.
be needed, however, before the road
will be in a solid condition.

y,

MWd

r3

FIELDING

Las Vegas

,

3

Stor- e-

Correct Garments for Men

Las Vegas lodge No. 408, B. P. O.
Elks, will meet tonight at 8 o'clock.
All members and visiting Elks are
Invited to be present. B'our candidates
are to be initiated into the lodge,
while important business will come
up for consideration.

-'

ebfiviere'iW $32.50

"TAICHERT'O

J. W. Burks has resigned his posi
tion with the city as night merchants
policeman and W. T. Reed has taken
it until the return of Terry McGovern.

S3

THE LOWEST PRICES

We also can show you a large selection of suits in blue serge, nnd
English worsted cheviots, specially
designed for us which we wil ell
for $12.95, $13.00 and $18.00.
We will press suits bought from
us, once a month for one year free.

FInch'i Golden Wedd'ng Ry,
J
li. wood. Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Lnbby, of course.
Adv.

sets:

S25.00

The SAME SUIT would sell

Scenes from any picture taken In
Las Vegas by the Lubln
company
may be obtained at the Shumate
studio. Adv.

J. II. STEARNS

1913

28,

colSox- -

Subscnne for The Optic.

THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

BOUCHER'S

)

DELICIOUS
EATABLES
FULL CREAM CHEESE

'.l

Genuine Camembert

-

You ought to eat our

"Virginia" Bacon
for breakfast

Fancy Cauliflower,

J

Gross, Kelly

..&

Co.

Sole Agents

Lettuce

Cellery and Sweet Potatoes

Mora Vegetables
Apples Galore, Cranberries
jjir

"
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O A L A;fJ
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

